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A. Vibert Dougras, in his insight{ur study The Life

of Arthur stanJey Eddington, has said of Eddington, that

"his writings' rnore than àny other in{Iuence at that

time, aroused ä {resh realisation of the reality and

importance o{ spiritual values. " 1 It is the aim of this
thesis to reawaken interest in Eddington's writings on

the nature of reality, and the interaction between the

methods o{ science and rel igion: so that the ,'real isation

of the reality and importance o{ spiritual values" mioht

once again be aroused.

Eddington originally caught the interest of

i NTRODUCT I ON

strientists'' Fhilosophers, and lay per6ons throughout the

world by writing--in a stimutating and provocative

{ashion--about the implications of Einstein's theories o{

relativity for philosophy and religion. As

a great scientist entering another {ield, he used
his sclenti{ic knowledge to plough up the ground,
and provided the pro{essional philosophers with theopportunity o{ re{reshing themselves by harrowinghis furrows. . . .ã

The response to Eddington was varied. Amongst

scientists he wås admired es a devoutly religious mån,

and as a great thinker--the pioneer of astrophysics. By

lay people and clergy he was heratded as deducing

religion from physics--a conclusion which Eddington

1



strongly opposed. Phi losophers' reåtrtlon to Eddlngton's

phi losophy ran "the gamut {rom mirth to disparågernent. ":s

Eddington's concepts deserve to be re-examined.

t^Jhi le early critics of Eddington ref used--in an ålmost

parochial f ashion--to consider this new J./eJ f anscfrauuno

that science was proposing, the pop rnarket is flooded

today with Þooks c laiming that the "rìew physics" ln some

wey proves the existence of God or cosrnic consciousness,

Eddington acknowledged that

It is probably true that the recent changes of
scienti+ic thought remove some o{ the obståcles to a
reconciliation of religion with sclence¡ but this
must be care{ully distinguished from any proposål to
base religion on scientific discovery. For my own
part I am whol Iy opposed to any such attempt. a

Instead, Eddington attempted to show that physics was

revealing only one aspect of nature, namely the metrical

one, and that there are other approåches to ultimate

reality. hlhere the two 'join' is when science has gone

as {ar as it can and }eaves crpen to mind the possibility

o{ encountering something beyond the realm o{ exact

science. Eddington succinctly states that his

thesis has been that the recent tendencies of
scienti{ic thought lead to the belief that mind is a
greater instrument than was {ormerly recognised in
prestrribing the nature and laws o{ the external
world ås studied in physical science; that in
exploring his own territory the physicist comes up
against the influence of that wider reality whlch he
cannot altogether shut out; and that by its
selection o{ values the mind rnay indeed be said to
have created its physical environment.Ð

t^lithout simpl istical ly unif ying either ob jective



science or experiential rel igion, Eddington discusses

scienti+ic and spiritual real ities without disparaging

either, and this åIone makes his r¡ork worth re-

evaluating.

As this thesis discusses Eddinoton's views on the

nature o{ reality, cere is taken to place his thought in

context. Previous studies o{ Eddington's thought have

generally represented him as the only scientist who

appreciated the changes that the relativity theory

implied; by comparing Eddington's views with those of his

contemporaries, it becomes clear that he is in {act

representative of the philosopher-scientists of his

generåtion.

Finally, to understand Eddington it is essential to

see him in his proper rel igious context, it v.¡i 1l be

shown that his Buaker background was influential in

forming his philosophy o{ physical science.

This inquiry into Eddington's thought utilizes

materials readily available and discussed by other

writers in the field, and is neither exhaustive in its

strope nor entirely original in its conception, Each

chapter contains elements o{ varioug reseårtrhers' work,

but the emphasis throughout is on Eddington's oh,n

writings.

t^lhi 1e there is nothing particularly unique about

Eddington that comes out in åny one chapter of this



study, h,håt could be considered di{ferent about this

thesis 1s the union o{ d1{{erent approaches that have

been taken to Eddlncton. O+ the {our most extensive

analyses o{ Eddfngton extant' that of J. 6. Crowther is

perhaps widest in scoper encornpassing elements o{

Eddington ås scientist, philosopher and Ouaker' but

without going into much detail. As an analysls of

Edd ington 's phl losophy o{ physica I sc ience, John hJ.

Yolton's work is invaluable. Yolton clearly delineateg

Eddington's philosophy, and makes it evident that

Eddington held to both å phenomenological and to å

realist ontology. Yet in his central chapter on

Eddington's concept o{ reality, he is unable to see how

the two opposing views can be used harmoniously by

Eddington because he {ai 1s to appreciate the irnportance

o{ Eddington's Buakerism. In The Life of Arthur StaneJy

Edd ington Douglas certainly highl ights Eddington's Ouaker

backgroundn but the nature o{ a biography is not such

that it would pursue the paradoxes in Eddington's

philosophy and see how important this elemant of

Eddington's character wås. Perhaps the begt work on

Eddington is Johannes t"Jitt-Hansen's Expos i f ion and

Cr it.ique of ti're Conceptrons of Edd ington Corrcerning täe

Ph i losophy of PÈrys icaJ Sc jence. Wi tt-Hansen care{ul 1y

and c lear 1y analyzes Eddington's phi losophy. Most

noteworthy are the extensive comparisons o{ Eddington's



ideaE with those of Kantt their ideas are not exactlv the

same, but similar enouqh to aIlow Kant's more reasoned

exÞositions to clarify what Eddington was getting at.

The aim of the present thesis is to highiight some

elements of Eddi.nqton's thought, r^¡ith emphasis placed on

his concept o{ reality, and on the pLacement o{

Eddington's views in their proper intel lectual mi I ieu.

t^Jhi 1e cr itical use is made o{ Drevious works on

Eddington, re{erences are rnade primarily to Eddington in

order to al low his words to soeak {or themselves.

Chapter one contains a short biography, and a

5

discussion o{ Eddinqton's intellectual milieu, eiving

examples of contemporary views on reality, and on the

relation Þetween science, phi losophy, and rel iqion.

Chapter two is an <¡verview o{ Eddinqton's staternents

about reality.' dealing with the question o{ how the mind

constructs real ity and with various kinds of real ity--

physical, underlying, and spiritual. Chapter three is å

look at Eddinqton's views on the importance of

consciousness and the limits of what science can tell us

about reality. Chapter 4our deals with Eddington as å

Ouaker, highl ighting views expressed in his writings that

indicate his eppreciation of the mystical nature of

ul timate real i tv.

Turabian, A llanuaJ for þlr iters. Sth ed. (Chicago: UP,

t987t.

Format and method o{ citation are based on Kate L.



I rnaintain that cosmic
rel igious {ee1 ing is
the strongest and
nob lest inc Í tement to
sc ienti + ic research. a

Einstein

It is sti11.' I think,
an unfami I iar idea
among sc i ent i sts that
sc ienti + ic phi losophy
should have any
relation to sc ienti { ic
Erractice. z

Edd Í ng ton

In this chapter I want to place Eddington and his

ideas within his scienti{ic rnilieu. This will involve a

brief account of his li{e, and then an overview of his

views compared to those o{ his contemporaries. In

describing the world-view of Eddington's time Ít is

apparent that some Kantian ideas pervade the scientific

community, and that there is widespread recognition o{

the mental, constructed nature o{ physical reality.=

Biography

Eddinqton and his Contemporaries

CHAPTER ONE

A. S. Eddington was born in Kendal., England on the

28th o{ December t882.4 HÍs father. who had been a

6



ouaker schoolmaster, died o{ typhoid when Arthur was Þut

two yeårs old. Arthur's mother, Sarah Ann Shoutr cåfiìÊ

from e long Iine o{ Yorkshire ouakers. Mother and son

moved to Somerset, settling at hleston-super-måre. His

mother was apperently å determi,ned woman, who though

poor' struggled to maintain her middle-c1ass status. Her

character is reflected in Eddington's quietly determineo

pursuit o{ inteqrity in science.

7

Eddington's interest in science developed despite

the impoverishment o{ his {amiIy. His mother Nas able to

send him to private school. Nhere he cultivated àn

interest in lfathernatics and Astronorny. It is said that

he knew t-he 24x24 table before he could read. and at the

aqe o{ six was already {ascinated by large numbers. l-re

o{ten attempted to trount the stars, and at one point

tried to count all the letters in the Bible (He got as

{ar as the end of the Book o1 Genesis) . Further, by the

time he was ten he had observed much of the sky with a

three inch telescope which he had borrowed from his

headmaster, and it is evident that his interest in

Astronomy never decl ined.

His interest in the sciences soon brought scholastic

successi in December 1896 he obtained a first class in

the Carnbridge Junior Locals, with disti.nction in

Mathematics. He was only thirteen at the time. In l8gg

he won his first scholarship, allowing him to go to Owen



Colleg€r Manchester. While there he concentrated on

physics and mathematics Íor å period o{ three years,

receiving academic distinctions and scholarships elong

the way. He graduated u¡ith å {irst class Bachelor o+

Science degree in physicso and went on to studv at

Trinity CoI Iege, CarnbrÍdge.

His success continued at Cambridge, where he hron the

distinction o{ Senior Wrangler after only two years o{

study, an unprecedented accompli.shment.s rhe mathematrcs

tauqht at cambridge at this time stressed the applicatÍon

o{ physical models as a means of conveying insight into

physical systems.ó His familiarity with this technisue

al lowed him to excel in clari{ying dif+icuIt conceÞts rn

his books, consol idatinc ideas in simple examples. The

Cambridge emphasis on modeling also encouraged the

tedious Þrocess o{ the develoÞment and explication of

scientific theories; Eddington's grasp of Einstein,s

Theory o4 Relativity and its consequent bri I I iant

explication by him are {urther evidence of his

comprehension o{ classical Cambridge mathematics.

a

J. G. Crowther comrnented that "Eddinoton wås

extraordinarily clever and a wonderful Iearner. .

Guaker seI{-su{ficiency and perseverancer å5 well

native intel lectual abi t ity, made him a confident

successf ul indivi.dual istic competitor. "z Af ter

Cambridge, he went on to oÞtain a second Bachelor

His

as his

and

o{



sclence deqree frorn London, and å Bachelor o{ Arts frorn

cambridge in 19o5. Thereafter he remained at carnbridge,

teaching and doing research unti I he received the

invitation o{ sir t^,i L t iarn christie, the Royal Astronorner r

to become Chief Assistant at the Royal Observatory,

Greenwich, in 190ó. In 191S, åt the age of thirty, he

wås appointed Plumian Pro{essor o{ Astronomy ar,

Carnbr idqe.

I

Eddi.ngton hJas at Greenwich {rom lgoó unti I 1g1s. anct

these were some of his most fruitful years. Besides

doing rnuch o{ the regular work of an astronomer, he had

opportuni.ty to sai I to Mal ta in lgos to determine the

exact lonqitude of a geodetic station, and in tgtZ to

Brazil to observe his first total eclipse o{ the sun.

During this time he also began publishing his works,

becarne a {el lorr¡ of the Royal. Astronomical soc iety, and

eventually its secretary. By 1g1B he had ceased to do

any regular practical astronomv.E

mathematical treatises, the above summery of his quick

rise to the distinguished post o{ Ehie{ Assistant was the

resul t of his rernerkab 1e mathematical breakthroughs ancl

achievements. He was c lear ì.y a master ol c lassical

mathematics and physics.

Though we will not dwell here on his published

Eddington was not only e master of mathematics, but

also å super lative expositor. At his best, ,,Eddington



was a typical example of the British tradition in

physical science, the combination of ski I I in

mathematical problem-solving with a strong physical anct

engineering sense. "ry He used simile, faÞ1e and pun to

qreat effect. He master{ul Iy al Lowed scienti{ic

Þrocesses to speak for themselves; making them come alive

to his audientre. He had poetic feeling, and a sense of

humor. He could wield hiE cognitive skitls dexterously

and attack the most di++icult problemsr providing

solutions that were readily understood Þy a diverse

audience,

10

He was one of the very few scientists of areåt

distinction who could explain his and others'discoveries

in clear and even entertaining language. Crowther

suggests that the precision of Eddington's presentations

tromes not {rorn a cultivated l iterary styIe, but {rom the

c lar i ty wi th which the ideas presented thernselves to h:.s

mind.lo In short, he was in his time not onlv ,,the

greatest living astronomerr',11 but also an inspired

writer, an artist. lz

Eddington's excel lence in science and its exDosition

gave his ideas a great deal o+ exposure, yet he is best

characterized as a quiet, internalty {ocused thinker. He

tended to speculate deeply, and was pårticularly adept at

independently f orrnulating theories {rom i imited data. as

He was {ond of the Ouaker pratrtice of silence in worship,



and used sllence also durlnq his lectureg, where he would

o{ten spend long morrìents in deep meditative si Ience

pondering a problem, coming out o{ hi.s reverie onlv when

he had devised å clear solution. He evidenced a tendencv

to conternplation and independent intuitive thinkinq that

was no doubt a part o{ his personality, but also

reinforced by the intel lectual and rel ieious habits o{

the OuakerE, who taught that truth could be obtained

through direct and personåI inspi.ration r+

11

Eddington's GJuaker bel ief s a{f ected not onlv his

coqnitive temperament, but also the direction o{ his

career. it was his Gluaker inspired Þacifist stance which

led to his having opportunity in war-time Britain to

prepare lor his {amous observation o{ the bendinc o{

light in the solar eclitrse of 1919.

The Ouaker bel ie{ in the presence o{ God in al 1

people ternpered his attitude towards the enemies of

Britain, the Germans, from whom had come the momentous

announcement of relativity. This is evident in å candid

Ietter on the "Future o{ International Science,,. where ne

wr i tes that the

indictment o{ a nation takes an entirely different
espect when applied to the individuals composing it.
Think not o{ e symbolic German, but o1 your German
{riend Professor X,, {or instance--call him Hun,
pirate, baby- killer, and try to work up a littte
{ury. The attempt Þreaks down Iudicrouslv. le

Eddington did not su{4er {rorn any prejudice ageinst

the Germans. This receptive attitude, in addition to his



beinq secretary of the RoyaI Astronomical Societv, put

hirn in à unique position to receive and appreciate the

wartime news of Einstein's Theory o{ General RelativÍty;

in contrast, other scientists staunchly re{used to

bel ieve that anything worthwhÍ le could corne {rom

Germany. " Eddington received a copy of Einstein's 1915

påper on the General Relativity Theory shortly after it

wes published, and because it was wartime, this was the

only copy in England lor some time. Eddington grasped

its signi{icance at once, and began to explain it to his

colleaguest even though this took time away {rom his own

research. He pointed out the paradoxes o{ relativity tn

his elegant style,' leaving others wondering why they

couldn't see it as clearly as he did.

Ouestions concernine the imeact of

t2

Einstein's theory on philosophy and religion occupied

much o{ Eddington's reseårch. He received recognition o{

his accomplishments both by becoming one of the best

known "authorities" on scientific matters in his day, and

through many of{icial honours and awards, which he humbly

acceDted. lT

Edd inoton' s Contemoorar ies

thought, å comperi,son with his conternporaries is

invaluable; for when he is placed within the context o{

To comprehend the impact of Ouakerism on Eddington's



13

his sclenti{ic cornmunity, lt becornes clear that

Eddington's views were not merelv a variation on the

theme of Neo-Kantian influence which was Dervasive at

this time.' but sornething distlnctly unique. At the sarne

time, Eddington was also caught up in the spirit of the

timesn for when his notions o{ reality åre comoared to

those o{ Einstein, Pl.anck, Heisenberg, Sir James Jeans,

and schrödinger, it becomes eppårent that these men also

recoqnized the limits o{ scienti{ic knowledge, and its

implications {or philosophy. More to the point, their

views on reality and its coDstructed nature. on the need

for phiiosophy in physics, and on the limits o{ science.

are signi{icantly sÍrni 1ar.

The sc ienti + ic rni l ieu in which Edd ington developed

his epistemology of science was one in which Kantian

notions were widespread; but beIief in concrete objective

reality had not yet been wholly abandoned. There was

considerable tension between these two viewpoints, and

most leading scientists {elt coßpel led to voice their

opinions on the nature of science and realitv.

Max Planck, arguably tÊre representative of German

sc ienti { ic thought at this time! rerninds us of a

statement--made by Einstein--that must be vaI id ior al I

pråcti.cing physiclstsr nåmely thåt "you could not be å

scientist i+ you did not know that the external world

existed in reality.' but that knowledge is not gained by



åny process o+ re,åsoning. It is a direct

perception. . a metaphysical. belief . " re Simi larly,

Planck himsel{ said that there must be "en objectively

ex isting real universe. . I an ] outside wor ld.

independent o{ man. something absolute. "1? Both

Einstein and PIanck believed in the actuat existence o{

an "objective real world whose smaLlest parts exist

objectively in the seme sense as stones or trees exÍst.

independently o{ whether or not we observe them.'t';!c:t

Simi 1ar1y, the British Eci.entist Sir James Jeans claimed

that the "material, universe remains as substantiai ag

t4

ever it hras, and this ståtement must, I think. remain

true through ai I changes o{ scientific crr phi loscrphical

thouoht. "a:1

The external world exists. That is å basic

presupposition for doing physics. It must be kept in

rnind that al l credible scientists agree to this in

principle, even when they cLaim that the scienti4ic world

is sub jectively constructed.

Eddington has said that the task of physics is "to

{ormulate a system of Laws applicable to the entities

mentloned in the description.' which shall be in every

respect accordant with the actual correlations of Eensorv

exPerience."?æ This description of physics avoids

claiming that the description o1 the external world is

real; it merely states that the description echoes sense



data.

accurately the sentiments of hls contemporaries; physics

onì.y wishes to descr ibe real ity, not to determine whether

it exists as it appeårE to us (realism), or only as it

appears in our minds (idealism). Eddington assumes the

ex i stence o{ the ex terna I wor l d , but--r^¡i th others suc h as

James Jeans--qualifies our knowledge of it by stating

that the only data o{ "which we have any direct knowledqe

are our own thoughts and sensations. . , .,,Ês Sensation

In mak lng such a staternent Edd ington represents

15

rs primeryr yet the inference from sensati.on to a real

external world is., as Planck noted above. rìo more than a

metaphysical bei ie{.

In this milieu physics assumes that the external

world is real, but that it and its laws remain hidden and

need the åpplication o{ the resources of our ninds i{

"the pro{ound realities which conceal thernselves behind

natural. eppearånces"ãa are to be revealed. phvsics is

the process o{ building en understanding ol our

perceptions o{ the universe into å coherent system¡ it Ís

a mental process.

Einstein rnakes the involvement of the mind in

science quite clear when he de{ines science as the

century-oLd endeavor to bring together by means of
systematic thought the perceptibte phenomena o{ this
world into as thorough-going an associatron as
possible. To put it boldly, it is the attempt at
the poster ior reconstruc t jon of existence bv fÈre
process of corrceptua J iza t jon. 

'Ps



Clear Iy Eddington's contemtrorar ies acknowle,doed tne

existence of an externai wor1d, but recoenized that our

knowledge of it is generated through its interaction r¡¡ith

our minds. This knoutledge is thus subjective. It wås

sel{-evident in this milieu that anything we know is in

our minds. The question remained, however. ås to whether

the laws of nature revealed to us through our suöJective

experience in science would constitute an objecttve

reaì. ity; in other words, is the phys icaJ wor ld (the wor ld

described by physics) real? From the opinions given by

Eddington's contemporaries as cited above. the ånshrer

must be yes; but this objectivity is qualified, in that

it is understood in Kantian fashion such that whiie the

reality o{ the constructed world is assumed. the

external, unconstructed world remains totallv unknowaÞ1e

ås it is in itsel{.

16

Another way o{ åpproaching

by Erwin Schrödinger,, who had

oÞject relations:

The same elements compose my rnind and the wor Id.
This situation is the same {or every mind and its
world. . The world is given to me only once, not
one existing and one perceived. Subject and object
åre only one, The barrier between them cannot be
said to have Þroken down as a result o{ recent
experience in the physical sciences. ior this
barrier does not exist. æô

From this brief remårk it cån be seen that Schrödinger

made no diEtinction between the object as known and es it

is in itsel{. This coI Iapse of subject-object

this problem is that taken

this to såy on suÞject-



dlsttnctions places the existence o{ the tä¡ne we know

{irmly within the realm o{ constriousness¡ thus the thino that

we know is the one that exists in our minss.

This constructed world that science knows 1s larqely

conposed o{ the mathematical formulae that it uses to

describe nature. This severely I imits science in u.rhat it

can såy about real i ty, f or as Jeans points out, ',a

mathematical formula cån never tell us what a thing is,

but only how it behaves; it can only specify an object

through its properties. t':;22

L7

it must not be forgotten that mathematical formulae

arer of coLlrse, human constructs. it should be clear

that the only thing that science knows, namely

mathernatics, it knows because it has j,nvented it. Sir

James Jeans feels compelled to conclude from this that:

The old dualisrn of mind and matter. . . seems Iikeiy
to disappear,, not through matter becoming in any way
more shadowy and insubstanti.al than hereto4ore, or
through mind becoming resotved into a {unction of
the working of matter, but through substantial
matter resolving itself into a creation and
mani{estation o{ mind. æÊ

In short,' the world according to physi.cs, the

it studies, is å mathernatical. human construc

A particularly interesting åspect of the

mathematical nature o{ the physical world is

existence of so cåIled unjyersa I constants.

importance to physics because their existence reveals

The universal constants are of {undamental

one which

the



that there ls an objective reallty in{orminq the

sub jective, created wor 1d of aptrearances {rorn which thev

are extracted. As Einstein would have it. there are

"genuine universaL constants" which are basrc nurnoers

that "åre logical1y grounded and independent of åny

empirical determination or determinabi lity" i2- these

numbers are a pr ior i.

This is very important. i+ these numbers do indeed

re{lect an objective world, then there are timits to tne
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{reedom we have in creatinq our physical worId, and

science indeed knows something o4 reality. Certainly

Einstein bel ieved that these constants are

given in the structure of nature and Iare] to be
astrertained by observation and calculation.
Scientific truth would thus depend on the structure
o{ the universe o{ real oòJects. The theoretical
scientist is there{ore not '{ree' to create
theories; the dimensionless numbers would reÞresent
the restr ictions of his {reedom.:8.>

Eddington and his contemporaries believed that the

universal constants reveel the existence o{ an objective

reality. This reality's characteristics ere partially

evident in the world o{ appearances! and {rom these

appearances the values o{ the universal constants are

derived. They are thus not completely subjective, but

grounded in the objective reality which causes the

åppear ances.

This is a valuable insight into their views, because

Edd ington's exposure of the i I lusory ob jectivi ty of



physicg 1s o{ten connected r¡llth hls supposed bel lef in a

constructed, idealist universe. It should be quite clear

that Eddington's philosophy is not so facile. He has

shown that there is a sense in which the physical world

is indeed subjective, but in this he is no di{{erent than

måny o{ his contemporaries, when this viewooint is

Þalanced aqainst å firm belief in the existence o{ an

objective reality such as the universal constants

partial 1y reveal.
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What exactly wås the contemporary understanding o{

this real ity which the constants partial lv reveal?

Reality uras more than rnere appeårances;;sa but beyond that

assertion nothing de{initive måy be added, {or even

r^¡ithin the thinking o{ one scientist the defi.nition of

real i ty måy våry wi ld ly. This is espec ial ly true of

Einstein, who sometimes said that which is "kickable,' r.s

real; et other tirnes., theor ies which are conf irmed bv

empirical evidence are granted real lty; and sornetimes

pure thought sonstructs are said to be true. clearlv ne

had no well de{ined criteria {or what ,'rea1itv,' is in

science.s2 In contrast to Einstein, Eddington

consistently held that in physicsr',Observation i,s the

High Court o{ Appeal", and white Einstein would be in

general agreement, it is clear that at times Einsteln

thought that sorne things could be true without re{erence

to observation.



confirmatlon o{ the General Theorv o{ Relativitv via the

eclipse experiment, one o{ three critical. tests o{ the

then highly disputed theory. ü.lhen I lEe Rosenthal-

For example, there is the story o{ Eddington's

Schneider saw the telegram {rorn Eddington she questioned

Einstein about it, expecting him to be exited at this

proo{ o{ his theory. He is reputed to have been quite

non-chaIant, saying that i+ the experiment had in {act

not confirmed the theory then "Då könnt' mir halt der

I iebe Gott leid tun, Die Theor ie stimmt doch. ,,sä

Thus, {ar {rom reEtricting 'reality' to the

observable wor Id, Einstein c laimed 'truth' 4or sorne
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concepts r¡ithout reference to observation¡ they are true

a prtori. He wrote, "in thinkÍngr wÊ use, u.¡ith å certain

'right' , concepts to which there is no àccess f rorn the

materials of sensory experience i+ the situation is

viewed {rom the }ogical point of view. . . ."33 Any

given reality is constructed out of concepts based on a

pr ior r principles; physical reality is based on metrical.

concepts.

The tendency of many scientists of this time period

to recogn i ze the in{ luence o{ the mind j.n the

construction of physical reality is based on the {act

that they "had the greatest admiration lor Kant's work,

agreeing with his view that phiiosophy should be the

basis of all sciences. . . ."34 Philosophy occupied such



2T

a key posltion because lt wåE realized that Kant had

e 1 evated

Newton's notions of absolute strace and time to
knowledge o{ the sort that we possessed be{ore alI.
else (i.e..' a priori intuitions). these
intuitions serve as basic organizlng principles thåt
enabl.e our minds to construct knowledge {rorn the
potpourri o{ sensÊ-percepti.ons. . . .35

Planck and Einstein, {or example, Nere directly

in{luenced by Kant; they are reported to have read Kant

again and again.só Phiiosophy heid great interest for

them'' since they såw that it affected their thinkino as

physicists. Indeed Einstein, parodying å {amous saying

of Kant's, said that "EpistemoLogy without contact with

Science becomes an empty Echeme, ScÍence without

Epistemology is--in so {ar as it is thi.nkable at aI1--

primitive and rnuddled. "r¡z For Einstein it is not

su{{ ic ient to merel"y studv the f ac ts and create laws

which describe the phenomena; rather, the goal of the

construction of laws in science is a coherent world-view.

which is a decidedly philosophical airn.se

Einstein readÍly admitted his dependence on Kant,

and distinguished his own theoretical attitude from

Kant's "only by the {act that we do not tronceive of the

'categories' as unalterable (conditioned by the nature o{

understanding) Þut as (in the logical Eense) {ree

conventions."se As {ree conventions thev were less a

perrnanent feature due to the nature o{ human sensual and

intellectual equipment: ås they were temporarily accepted



tools Íor classifying and orqanizing perceptions.

This is ån important change, hlhat has happened in

Einstein's thinking is that even Kant's categories are no

Ionger absolutes; they åre merely temporary conventions

shared Þy the cornmunity o{ scientif ic mi¡çl s. +c, This {rees

the mind to create many di{ferent physical worlds, each

based on a dif{erent set o{ temporarily acceÞted
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conventions or assurnptions. The recognition that any

world view that science constructs is necessarilv based

on a pr ior i concepts, is thus firmly entrenched in the

scienti+ic thinking o{ this milieu, and prompted Einstein

to comment "Jeder hat seinen eigenen Kantr"41 implying

that every thinking scientist o+ the åge had his c:wn

philosophical viewpoint, which was nonetheless based on

Kan t.

In Eddington's tirne there was general recognition o{

the constructed nature o{ the ohvsical world. it was

acknowiedged that the åssumÞtion of certain Þarårneters

resulted in a certain picture of real ity. The

assumptions of physics precluded the inclusion o{

subjective, non-metrical experiences in its Þicture of

real ity; this is a sel {-imposed I imitation o{ physics.

Eddington graphical 1y i I lustrated the I imits o{

sci.ence in his famous example o{ the elephant and the

grassy hillside, where the amazing spectacle o{ an

elephant careening down å hillside is reduced to a number



o+ pointer readlngs; the accurate de=criptÍon whlch

physics gives Eeems to miss the drarna arrd reaJrty o{ the

event. He provides other entertain ing exarnp les of the

I imits o{ science, including an adaptation o{ the old

rhyme "ïhe House that Jack buiIt" which shows that the

constructed world is total ly circular, always de{ining

its terms in terms o{ other terms de{ined bv terms so

de{ i ned.
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By using anecdotes and clever illustrations,

Eddington makes,it quite clear that in every situation

where we try to get at phenomena in the external world,

there

is always the triple correspondence--
a) å mental image, which is in our minds and not

in the external wor ld;
b) some kind o{ counterpart in the external world,

which is o{ an inscrutable nature;
c) a set o{ pointer readings, which exact science

tran study and connect with other pointer
readinos.42

hlhat this rneåns is that the thi.ngs wi th which the physics

of his milieu deals are not the things in themselves, but

with the pointer readings which correspond in some Nay to

those things.as Physics deals only in symbols, and only

in those syrnbols which åre congenial to mathematical

manipulation by exact rules.44 These rules have, of

course Þeen created by humans. Such notions are

derivations of Kant's distinction between appearances and

reality, where



things as oÞJects oÍ our senses existing outslde us
are given, but we know nothing of what they rney be
in themselves.' knowing only their eppeerånces, that
is, the representatÍons which they cause in us by
a{{ecting our senses. Consequently I tKantl grant
by al I meens that there are bodies wi thout Llsr that
is, things which, though quite unknown to us as to
what they are in themselvesr wp yet know by the
representations which their influence on our
sensib i I i ty procures us, as

The idea that ån external reality exiEts, that it appearg

to us in some 4orm via perception and measurement, but

remains unknown to us as it really is, is here seen to be

a Kantian idea; and as we have seen.' it is an idea that

has been absorbed by Eddington's contemporaries.

Some physicists would also go along with Kant's

notion that "the understanding is the origin of the

universal order o{ nature. in that it comorehends all

appearances under its own Iaws and thereby produces, in
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ån a prrorr manner, experience. . . i"oê and that ,'tÈte

understand ing does not der tve ¡ ts Jaøs (a priori ) fron,

bu t Dr escr ibes them to . na tur e . " 47

Eddington is then only reminding his {e11ow

Ecientists o{ the importance of philosophy and

epistemology for science when he notes that physical

knowledge "hås the form of a description of the world; "+e

a description whose elements will o{ course depend on the

assumptions made prior to our perception o{ it.4'7

It was the realization o{ the involvement of our

subjective minds in the construction of the physical

t¡or ld that led sc ience to reevaluate i ts l imi ts. it also



rnåde i t c leår that physics' c I alms o{ absolute truth and

universal knowledge were much too arrogant.

Heisenberg noted the change in science's self-

evaluation.' stating that

Modern science, in its beginnings, was characterized
by a conscious modesty; it made statements about
str ictly I imi ted relatlons that are onJy val td
wtth in tâe f r anework of tàese .l im¡ ta t tons. .
t but I tfr ¡ s nodes ty h,as J ar ge Iy Jos t dur tng f he
nineteenth cenfury. . Today physi.cs is
unctergorng a basic change, the rnost charåcter istic
trait o{ which is a return to its oríginal sel{-
I imi tatis¡ ' scr

Other sensiti.ve scientists became aware of the
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limitations of their art, In some cases it was a oain{ul

d i scovery, as cornes through the loI lowing statement by

Sc hröd i nger :

The Ecienti+ic picture o{ the world around
very def ic ient. I t g ives a iot of {actual
in{ormation,, puts aI I our exper ience in a
magni { icently tronsistent order . but i t is
silent about all and sundry that is realIy
our heart, that realIy matters to us.err

This therne is o{ course carried to great lengths by

Eddington, who made it quite cleår that science cannot

explain even thought or consciousness, the existence o{

which is "one of the indisputable f acts of the world.,,e5æ

NeÍther cån physics explain one of its basic bui iding

blocks, the atom, becåuse the "physical åtom is, Iike

everything else in physics, å schedule o{ pointer

readings. "us Sir James Jeans concIudes that the

"universe cannot admit o{ material reDresentation. and

the reason, I think, is that it has become a mere mental

fne i.5

ghastly
near to



concetrt. r*4

I+ the unlverse is å "mere mental conceÞt" ar "mind

stuf{" in Eddington's terms, then the physical world is

no more than a metaohor created in the human rnind.

Indeed, Kant indicated that the objects of nature "must

be construed to be nothing but mere representations in

usr and exist nowhere but in our thoughts. "e,e
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This concept is perhaps most force{uI Iy expressed by

Schrödinqer--a respected sclentist who was also

atrquainted wi th Vedantic Hinduism--r^¡hen he says " I think ,

that I--I in the widest meanine o{ the word. that is to

såyr every conscious mind that has ever said or {elt 'T,'-

-am the person, i+ åñy, who controls the'motion of the

atorns' åctrording to the Laws o{ Nature. . Hence I am

God Almighty. . . . "!e¿" Along the same l ines, he ålso

claims that the "reason why our sentient., pertripient, and

thinking egc> is met nowhere within our scientific world

picture cån easily be indicated in seven words: because

it is itself that world nicture,'ts7

Whi le statements such as these do reoresent a

radical departure f rorn uncritical real isrn, it rnust be

remembered that the scientlsts making them do not deny

that the existence o{ e real world which {orms the oround

and goal o{ their science i.s a given without which they

could not {unction. It is in relation to this that these

radical statements should be taken.



Slr JameE Jeans relteråtes this irnportant pofnt,

narnely that these sc ientists are not proposi.ng ideal ism,

Þut a restructuring of scientific episternology along

I ines that would def ine the l irnits of science. and r¡hat

it is that physics can know. In his words. the

recognition o{ the constructed nature o{ reaì.ity

måy suggest that we are proposing to discard realÍsm
entirely and enthrone å thoroughgoing ideal ism in
its pì.ace. Yet this, I thÍnk, would be too crude a
statement of the situation. i+ it is true that the
'real essence o{ substances' is beyond our
knowledge, then the l ine o{ demarcation betu¡een
realísm and idealism becomes very blurred indeedi it
becomes iittle more than a relic of a past age in
r^rhich real ity was bel ieved to be identical with
meC han i 5,m. set

In short, scientists in Eddington's time were suggesting

that it is necessary to move beyond the mechanicaì world-

view, i f we are to understand how the seerningly total ly

subjective uni.verse they describe as beino the world of

physics today, can at the sårne tirne be grounded in the

objective reality which science seeks to discover.
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In pIace of the mechanicaL worLd-view of uncritical

realism, Eddington and his contemporaries suggested

that the external world is of a constructed nature¡

they thought that physical reality was no more than a

concept. Schrödinger, for example, postulates that the

wåy in "which the world-concept produces itself,, is that

"geveral domains of 'private' consciousnesses partly

overlap. The region cornmon to atl where they aIl overlap

Ís the construct of the 'real world around us.','leel



SimiIarIy, Eddington suggests that much

that is in any one consciousness is individualt much
is apparently alterable by volition; but there is a
stab Ie elernent which is common to other
consc i ousnesses. That cornmon element we desire to
study, to describe es {ully and es åccurately as
possible, and to discover the laws by whi.ch it
combines now with one view-point, now with another.
This common element cannot be olaced in one man's
consciousness rather than in another's; it must be
in neutral ground--ån external wor]çl.c,cr

Eddington, 1 ike Schrödinger, recognizes that real ity

2e

is that which is in our conscic>us minds; its objectivity

rests in col lective

the contents o{ our

o{ sorne ex terna I rea i i ty, but whether or not thi s

"neutral ground" represents

science formerly thought it

Sir James Jeans is ouite sure that we still have no hoid

sub jectivity. The cornmonal ity o{

on uitimate real ity; he claims that the

constriousnesses suggest the existence

essential fact is simply that a1 I the pictures which
science now draws o{ nature, and which alone seem
capable o{ according with observational {act, are
¡nathe¡natjcaJ pictures. flost scientists would agree
that they are nothing rîore than pictures--fictions,
i+ by fiction you mean that science is not yet in
contact with ultimate reality. . Many would hold
that. . . the outstanding achievement o{ twentieth-
century physics. is the general recognition that
we are not yet in contact with ultimate reality, To
speak in terms o{ Plato's well-known simile, we are
stiIl imprisoned in our cave, with our backs to the
iight, and can only watch the shadows on the wall.ér1

Plato's simile o{ humanity's quest {or truth

the ultimate reality that

had a hoid o{ is uncertain.

beautiful ly i I lustrates the difference between scientific

and mystical apperception. In mystical åwareness'



Real fty ls apprehended directiy and immedlately,,
meaning without any mediationr ånv symbollc
elaborationr åñy conceptualization, or any
abstractions; subject and object become one in a
timeless and spaceless act that is beyond any and
al1 f orms o{ mediåtion. ¿'æ

In contrast.

when the physicist 'looks at' quantum reaiity or ar
relativistic real ity, he is not looking at the'things in themselves.' at noumenon,, at direct and
unmediated real ity. Rather, the physicist is looking
at nothing äut a set of highly aÞstract dtfferentjaJ
eguatrons--not at'reality' itsel{, but the
mathematical symbols of real ity. . ¿,is

It is this real.ization, that science does not deal

with reality, but only with our conceptiong o{ it, thar

rnakes much ol Eddington's thought so captivating. In his

private tife as å Guaker he regularly felt the closeness

o{ God, and was sure that this represented unmediated

experience of reality; es a sclentist, he was fully aware

that his arts could never lead him to that same realitv.

I t was sc ience's f alse c lairn to be exp lor inq the real

world that he sought to expose to critical examination;

and thereby to indirectly reinforce the val idi tv of

GJuaker rel igious experience.
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the truth we seek in science
is. not bound up with
any opinion as to the status
o+ that world--whether or
not it wears the halo o{
rea I i. ty, whether or not Í t
is deserving of 'loud
cheers. 'a

Edd i no ton

physical real ity is the
synthesis o{ all possible
asoects of nature.::

Edd i no ton

In this chapter, I want to {ocus on Eddington's

Edd inqton on Rea I i ty

CHAPTER TIdO

conception of real i ty. This wi I I involve an exarnination

o{ his views reearding the status o{ what we normally

cal I real ity, o{ what the basis lor this external wor 1d

is, and o{ what really js. The underlying reality is the

ultimate real ity, but is inaccessible to sciencei it is

however, accessible by spiritual means, or in secular

terms, to the mind. The contrlusion is thus that what we

normal ly caI I real i ty is o{ a mental charecter t ånd aI I

that hre perceive to be the everyday world is constructed

out of "mi.nd stul{ ".

Our conception of reality

advent o{ relativity theory.
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has changed since the

Eddington wes one o{ the



{irst scientists to fully understand this; he was also

one o{ the fÍrst to understand the rnathematical asÞects

of relativity theory, and the first to expound on its

impl ications Íor our understanding o{ real ity.

Relativity theory exposed the Eubjective nature of our

knowledge of physical reality. This meansr ås Eddington

says, that 'spåce is conventional'. The implication is

that "other conventional meaninqs of specÊ and time are

possib le; " 3 space and tirne are not ob jective real i ties

but constructs.
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Eddington realized that the change that relativity

theory f orced onto physics deal t wi th the way in r¡hich

scientists viewed their work; they no longer thought

themselves to be studying reality, Þut only the structure

o{ tronventional reai ity as eiven in physical laws, This

change that relativi ty theory brought to the practi.ce o{

sclentific research into the nature o{ the external world

had to do not Eo rnuch with the material that physics

investigates, but with e changed attitude towards that

material. The subject o{ physics is no longer assumed to

be obiective substance, {or the substantiality of things

is now seen to be å trick o{ the mind.

Eddington åppreci.ated the role o{ mind in our

understanding o{ the physical world as early as 1923,

when he said:

In one sense deductive theory is the
experimental physics. The Iatter is

enemy ot
always str iving



to settle by crucial tests the nature o{ the
{undamental things: the {ormer str ives to minirnize
the success obtained by showing how wide a nature o{
things is compatible with aI I experimental r-esuIts. +

What this means is that oLtr jmaqe of realitv is created

in our minds, and is not merely a re{lection o{ an

obiectively existing external real ity. To explain, the

results o{ ån experiment do not tell us å greät deal

about reality at all; rather.' they only show that reality

caD conform to the expected results of the exoeriment.

This meåns that ä bodv of knowledce constructed out o{

experimental resuLts is not objective at all, but

subjectÍve; the knowledge is based on the kinds of
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questions asked.' and reveals rnore about those questions

than about the reality which answers those questions.

The structure o{ the physical world depends entirely on

the epistemological presuppositions of the physicist

conducting the experiments, because the "physical

universe is the world which physical knowledge is

formulated to describei there is no difference between

the physical universe and the universe of physics."e

To this subjective nature of reaLity--constructed

frorn the presuppositions ol the gcientists--was now added

the {urther subjectivity of aIl possible viewpointsr äS

revealed by the introduction of relativity theory.

Eddington acknowledged the subiective nature o{ all of

our knou¡Iedge of the external world. He called physieal

reality the structure of the external world. and not the



external world itsel{; "Sintre the external world is

introduced es e receptacle of structure, our knowledge is

I imi ted to structural knowledge; and physical sc ientre is

the study of this structural knowledge'. "e,

This analysis of the situation in which physics finos

itsel{ leads inexorably to the conclusion that the

universe as we know it is not objectÍve--or at least to

the conclusion that it is di+ficutt to know when. if

ever, the object being described by physics has an

obiec.tive existence. Indeed, in Eddington's rnind, "the

physical analyst is en artist in disguiser "z and there is

no such thing es metaphysical ly "real existence',e of

which we can have knowiedge apart {rom its existence in

human consciousness.
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The reality with which physicists work is the

external world ås constructed from the contents of manv

different consciousnesses; that is, "the externality of

the physical world results {rom the {act that it is mase

up o{ structures found in diflerent consciousnesses; "5¡ it

is only in the common contents of consciousness that the

external worLd tran be said to exist, and the subject of

physical research is that Þart o{ our col lective

subjective experience which we a1l have in common. The

role o{ rnind is thus al I Ímportant to ån understandins o+

the physical world.



The Role o{ Mind

Eddington has demonstrated that the externaL world

constructed by physics is Ìike "the house that Jack

built" and, that physics maintains its independence {rom

al l "extråneous support l ike å serpent swal lowing its own

tai I . " 1ó The prob lem ar ises, i f rnÍnd is whol ly

responsible lor the r¡¡orId as we know Ít, why should we

assume that the world we have constructed bears ånv

relation to the "real " wor ld at al l? hjhat oives the

external world o{ physics any "actuality?"

Un for tunate I y ,
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ActuaI ity--that which distinguishes this world 4rorn
måny other possible worldE consistent with the laws
of nature--is not susceptible of de{initi.on without
trespassing be,yond the {rontiers of physics. 11

The only definition possibte is trivial, namely that

"äc tua I ity denotes sornething which is signif icant and

detectable by experience. " az Eddington does not {ind

this definition to be terribly help{ul.

Pursuing the idea further, Eddington finds it useful

to isolate theoretical physics from experimental physics.

hJhen this is done. it can be seen that the latter is o{

course very much concerned with the "actual" worId.

whereas the {ormer considers it only to be a special case

out o{ all possible worlds. In theoretical physics then,

actuality is superfluous. Since theoretical physics ís

unable to provide criteria for actuaiity to experimental

physics, the latter rnust {end {or itself, and Eddington



clåims that the only recourse it may have is to

consc i ousness:

i+ then we consider a world entirely devoid of
consciousness (as we not infrequently try to do),
there is, so far as we knowr no meaning whatever Ín
d iscr iminatinq between wor lds A and B. The mi.nd is
the releree who decides in favour of A against B.
hJe cannot describe the difference without re{errino
to å mind. The actuelity o{ the world is a
spiritual value. The physical world at some point
(or indeed throughout) impinges on the spiritual
worLd and derives its actual itv solelv from this
c on tac t. 1r5

Spirit here, and throughout Eddington's works, is
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synonymous with mind. la Thus, Ín the above re{erence,

Eddington is saying that the underlying reality contacts

'impinges upon' our minds, and it is from this contact

that the physical wor 1d der ives i ts actual i ty. Apart

from mind, wE have no conceot of the world.15

Physics.' however, makes a1i kinds of claims about the

structure of reality; what is the nature of this realitv?

Recall Eddington's story about the closed world of

physics, i.n which physics is compared to the "HouEe that

Jack bui1t", where the external world is made up of only

potentials, force, rnåss and so forth, end these

components of the "House that Jack bui It" are thernselves

constructs, defined in terms o{ each other in an endless

circle. 1ó The only way to break out of the ci.rcle and

give some meaning to the components o{ the external world

is if some connection to consciousness is made--to the

person who knows what matter is. Eddington's conclusion



from thl= understandlng o{ physlcs 1s that "it appæars

also that the value to be attached to physical entities,

such as rnass and {orce, is. ultimately a vaLue lor

consc iousnegs . " t-, There is no egcepe f rom the sel f -

enclosed world o{ physics to a world of meaning except

through consc iousness.

Consciousness selects certain characteristics o{ the

underlying reality and declares them to be {eatures o{

physical real ity. '* L.Jhat is to prevent us f rom aI I having

wi ldIy di{{erent real ities? Nhy should my subjective

experiences bear åny relatlon to yours? Eddlngton

sÞeculates that the reason c¡ur subjective exÞeriences ere

all so similar is becåuse of the existence of ån

underlying reality which informs our expetriencesr end

because o{ natural selection"
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This i.s of courser åIso the supposition o{ Kant, who

thought that while we do not know the thing in ltself but

only its åppeararìtres, it is necessary {or there to be a

thing in itself, otherwise "there would be ncr reåson lor

the judgments of other men necessarily agreeing with mine

IKantl i+ lt were not the unity o{ the object to which

they all refer and with whlch they accord. . . ."1?

There would seem to be some necessity for the existence

o{ an externaL reaI itv.

To illustrate how the rnind constructs reality' take

one o{ the {undamental. chåråcter istics o{ our comrnon



reå1ity, its permånence. Eddington Eupposes that

the mind has by diligent search picked out the
Þossible constructs which have this permanence 1n
virtue o{ their mode of construction, and by giving
these value and ignoring the rest hås imposed a law
o{ conservation of the thirrgs of vål,ue. =.>

That the rnind should do this only rnakes sense. since ås

Eddington notes,, it would be a {unction o{ natural

selection to weed out mlnds which did not pick up on

permånent objects--they "wouId have short shri{t Ín the

gtruoo 1e {or ex istence. ":r¡.
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Thus, even though we know that substance is composed

largely o{ ernpty space, the make-up o{ our minds is such

that we hold it to be a solid. Eddington goes so far es

to claim that "the mind's seårch for permanence has

created the world of ohvsics.

physical wor Id åre not Deces sar iIy permanent.

The construction of the external world is not as

radical an idea as mey be thought, especially when it is

seen how pervasive it is in a1l our knowledge processes.

There is literally nothing we can know without

constructing it. To i I lustrate this, it rnay be use{u1 to

quote at length a remårkable example of Eddington's.

At an "Evening Discourse to the British Association

at Ox{ord, 1926" he paused meditatively, viewing a

photograph of a Wilson cloud charnber track, on which the

photographer had inadvertently placed a Iarge thumbprint.

At length he resumed speaking,

. . "1Ê "Objects" in the



I wonder i+ there is an undercurrent o1 suspicion in
your minds.' that there must be something {ake about
this photograph. Are these really single atoms that
åre shouring themselves--those i.n{initesimal units
which not måny years ago seemed to be theoretical
concepts {ar outside any practicai apprehension? I. wiIì anshrer that question by esking you one. You
see a dirty mark on the picture. Is that somebody's
thumb" i+ you sey Yes, then I assure you
unhesi tating 1y that these streaks are sing 1e atorns.
But i+ you are hypercritical and say "No, that is
not anybody's thurnb, but it is a mark that shows
that sorneÞody's thumb has been there" .' then I must
be equal ly cautious and say that the streak is å
mark that shows where an atom has been. The
photograph, instead of being the impression o{ ån
atom is the impression o{ the impression o{ an atom,
just as i t is not the irnÞression o{ a thumb. but the
impression o{ the impression of a thumb. I don't
see that it really måtters that the impression is
second-hand instead of first-hand. I do not think
that we have been guilty o{ any rnore faklng than the
criminologist who scatters powder over a {inger-
print to make it visible, or a biologist who stains
his preparations with the same ob ject.::s

We see from this that Eddington held all physical

knowledge to be derived, or constructed, from
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irnpressions, whether i t be knowledge of thumbs f rom

thumborints or throuoh direct observation of the

somethinq at the end of my arm which I know as rny thumb;

ail knowledge is theory-laden, constructed in our brains

on the basis o{ previous theories.

To science it does not rnåtter how the in{ormation is

obtalned, so long ås it yields use{ul results. Even i+

it is the mind which selects data. or the scientist who

selects experlments.' this subjectively constructed

external world conforms to certain exoectations and these

trån be predicted. But what is being predicted is the



öel¡av iour o{ things, and their relationships to each

other; Fcience is not describing the actual things

t hemse I ves .

At the rlsk of oversimplifying, aIl that Eddington

is sayinq is that rnind cannot perceive the actual things

"out there" in the external wor1d. but onlv their

relationships and interactionsr and thus rrìust coDs truct

the objects whose relationships it is studying. It is

the primary achievement o{ physics in this centurv to

have realized that it studies a "worId o{ Ehadows,'. a

world o{ structures and relationships, and not things in

themse I ves'. t:a
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As one ol the {ew people in his milieu that really

understood relativity theory, Eddington had great

appreciation {or its power and use{ulness to the world ol

science. Yet he also saw that it did not reveal realitv

as it is--that science is unable to grasp the reality

behind the constructs and symbols it works with. Thus in

spite of the power o{ relativity theory, it has sevêre

iimitations; in "regard to the nature of things,, this

knowledge is only an empty shel l--a {orrn of symbols. it

is knowledge o{ structural form., and not a knowledge of

con ten t. " æ!5

The limitations which relativity places upon the

observer led hlm to conclude that we are',unable to reach

by physlcal methods à purely objective worId, and it



would seern to {o1low that al l the entities o{ physics

have the partial subjectivity o1 the world to which they

belong. "ãê To put it another Nåy, the physical ¡¡orld ts

e subjective creation o{ the mind, and without mind. it

simply does not exist:

remove aì1 the fundamental laws o{ nature and aii the

constants o{ natur¿. "iir-7 Recoqniz ing that the

4t"r

sub iectivi ty o{ the physical wor ld is thoroughgoirg r lle

Edd ington admi ts that i t is reaI ly i.mpossib 1e to know i +

we have learned anything o{ the external world, o{

reality, at all. He put his doubts into poetic {orm i,n

this 4amous passage:

"i+ we remove all subjectivity we

t¡Je have {ound å strange f oot-print on the shores o{
the unknown. [^Je have devised pro{ound theories, one
a{ter another, to åccount {or its origin. At last.,
we have succeeded in reconstructing the creature
that made the f oot- pr int, And Lo I i t is our own. ârçr

The Under lying Real i ty

symbols and structures. with mental constructs derived

from our collective impressions o{ the underlying

real ity. But what is this underlying real ity?

To introduce what Eddington thought to be the

under iying real i ty, i t is instructive to quote his

+amous:5c' d iscussion o{ the "Two tab Ies":

Eddington has shown us thet science deals with

I have settled down to my task o{ writing these
lectures and have.drawn up my chairs to my two
tables. Two taÞlesl Yes; there are duplicates of
every object aÞout me--two tables.' two chairs, two
pens. . whenever I begin to scratch the first



thing I strike is--my two tables.
One of them has been f ami I iar to me f rorn ear I iest
years. it has extension; it is comparatively
permanent; it is coloured; above al I it is
suöstant¡eJ. By substantial I do not rnerely mean
that it does not collåpse when I lean upon iti I
mean that it is constituted of "substånce,' and by
that ¡¡ord I am trying to convey to you sorrìe
conception o{ its intrinsic nature. it is a
thing. . it is the distinctive characteristic ol
a thing to have this suÞstantiality, and i do not
think subçtantiality tran be described better than by
saying that it is the kind o{ nature exernpl i{ied by
an ordinåry tabIe.
TabIe No. 2 is my scientific table. It does
not belong to the world previously mentioned. .
.Iand] is mostly emptiness. . . .Notwithstanding its
strange construction it turns out to be an entirelv
efficient tabIe.
There is nothing suöstanfiaJ about my second
table. . tyetl modern physics has by delicete
test and rernorseless logic assured me that my second
scienti+ic table is the only one which i.s real ly
there--wherever " there" rnåy be. :c1
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Two tables,, and neither ere truly real. The first table

has been shown to be å fictÍon both by modern physics,

and by Eddington's analysis of the involvement o{ mind in

its creation. The second table, which modern physics

claims is "really there" Eddington has also shown to be

subJect to creatlon by mind in å sel{-contained loop of

de{initions. What then is "reel Iv there',?

That there is some kind of underlying reality that

inforns our collective subjective impressions Eddinoton

does not doubt any rnore than åny other scientist. s= Its

existence is a given; however, i.t is very uncleår what

its nature is.

hlhen Eddington uses terrns

and universal in re{erence to

Iike objectivet åbsolute

the underlying reality, it



ls tempting to åssume that he meant that it had a

physical, tangiÞter rtåture.:s-.s SureIy these terms suggest

an objectively existing "something" which has these

charåcteristics? In rny opinion it is deceptive to

interpret Eddington in this way. hJhile he may have held

to a bel ief in an under lying real i ty, that real i ty was

not accessiÞ te to physical inquiry.
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To explain,' Eddington'E use o{ these terms is, in

most instances. in re{erence to items o{ relative

obiectivity. For EddÍngton, there 1s a large d1++erence

between an "object" which is assurned to exlst es it

åppears to us, and our "objecti+ication" o{ something

which presents itsel{ to our col lective rninds as

"subject". He warns that

By recognizing other constriousnesses coequal ¡¡ith
our own we had already committed ourselves to the
atrceptance o{ a realm outside the individual
consciousness. Nevertheless it fs å new step o{
great mågnitude when, by the discovery of similar
structures common to all normal consciousnesses, we
introduce an external world contåining the original
structure of which they are reproductions. ¡s+

Thus the "objective" world is not some independently

existing thing but rather is "the symposiurn of the worlds

presented to dl{ferent vi€wpoints. "se

Further, by "åbsolute" he means the nature o{ a thing

when taken from alI possible viewpoints, while

"un lverse I i ty" is used to re{er to an area of corììmon

agreement. These terrns theno always refer to the objects
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o+ human consciousness, and are not to be taken as

referring to things existing åpart from human

consc i ousness.

Nevertheless, some "things" Eddington acknowledges es

hav i ng some k i nd o{ ex Í stence apår t f rorn human

consciousness: the earth existed before humanity did.

and even then exerted gravitational {orce on passing

iight beams; the speed of light; Planck's constant Èr;

geodesics described by e freely falling body. All of

these are things Eddington considered qrånting status as

absolutes, or universal constants.só But the oÞjective

nature of even these things must be tempered by the

knowledge that Eddington considered even spåce and time,

in which these Þhenomena exist. to Þe conventionaL.'sz

ït is only in so {ar as "something,,is the source o{

our sensations th,at Eddtngton can be conceded to have had

an idea o{ ån external reality; an underlyÍng reat ity

which stimulates consciousness into recognizing its

existence. As to the nature of this existence we can

know nothing. The world which we know exists only in our

minds. As Eddington clearly states:

Accord ing 1y my sub ject of study becornes
di{{erentiated into the contents of rnany
consciousnesses, each content constituting a view-
point. There then arises the problem of cornbining
the view-poÍnts, and it is through this that the
external world of physics arises. Huch that is åny
one consciousness is individual, much is eppårentiy
alterable by vol ition; but there ls å stable elernent
which is cornmon to aII consciousnesses. That common
element we desire to study, to descriÞe as {uIly and



accurately åE posslbIe, and to discover the ì.aws by
which it combines noh¡ with one view-point, now with
another. This common element cannot be placed in
one man's c<:nsciousness rather than in another's; it
must be in neutral, ground--an external world.:5e

O+ this neutral ground, nothing is known other than its

structure; but it does exist.

The underlying reality is å given, and Eddington

assumes that it is this non-constructed foundational

reality which in{orms our observations. and leads to the

construction of the physical worId. There must be

"something" out there lor the mind to select sense

impressions {rom, since,' "f slelection impl ies something

to select from. it seems permissible to conclude that

the rnater ial. on which the selection is oerf ormed is

objective. "s?
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The underlying reality is objective. But objective

here haE two main meanings: first, a thing studied by

scientre,' a thing which Eddington has shown to be

subiective; second, å really existing thing--part of the

underlying reality o{ which we know nothing. The

underlying reality is objective, but unknown.

There is some rel.ationship between the external wor Id

and the constructed, "objectiver " physical wor ld, but

there can be no wav of knowino i+ there is å one to one

correspondence Þetween the substratum of reality and our

construtrted external world; neverthelessr "it is clear

that there is a certain ordering of things and events



outside us. .

orderl iness of our sub jective construct j.ons. Thus, whi 1e

the constructed world may reveal nothing o{ the nature o{

the "things" in the underlying reality., it shares â

siml lar structure. That this should be so 1s exolaineo

by Eddington ås follows:

"a'Þ which is re{lected in the

There is one type o{ observation which, we cån
scarcely doubt.' rnust be independent o{ any possib Ie
circumstånces o{ the observer, namely a cornplete
coincidence of spåce and time. The track o{ å
particle through four-dimensional space-time is
caIIed itE world-line. Now,, the world-Iines of two
particles either intersect or they do not intersect;
the standpoint of the observer is not involved. In
so lar aE our knowledge o{ nature is e knowledge of
Íntersections o{ world-1 ines, it is ebsolute
knowledge independent of the observer.4l

In other words, events that happen in the underlying

reality are rnåni{est in our constructed reality as welI.

More general ly,, in f orming e structurål ist view of the

external world,' Eddington is saying that the relations

between the relata trän be known,' even though the relata

cannot be known. Butr ås Eddington is quick to note,

this stil1 does not mean that we know anything of the

under lying real ity. hle äre sti I I only aware of the

external world through the synthesis o{ our collective

subiective experience, and perÉpectives other than human

could conceivably construct a very external world; there

is no reeson lor assurning that our perspective o{ the

underlying reality is any more correct than any other

{ormulation thereo{. Indeed,' "reaI ity is only obtained
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when åll conceívabIe points o{ view have treen

combined."+= Because the external world is based not on

some substantial real ity--some ultimate real ity--but on

the "symposium o{ the worlds presented to di{ferent view-
pointsr"+s the total number of observers represents the

I imit o{ ollr understanding o{ real ity, and given å f inite

number o{ observersr wE will necessarily never nave a

f ul L understanding o{ the external ¡¡or ld. ReaI ity as

such must always remain beyond the scope of physics.

It is c Iear that Eddington wished to know sornething

of the undertying reality which {ormed the foundation for

our observations; but, ulttrnately he realized that such

knowledge is unevailable to us. He concrudes that

"soDe tå i ng unknown ¡s do ing we don' t know r^¿ha t--that i s

what our theory amounts to.',44

science may be able to understand the relations

between various events in the {aÞric of space and time.

and be able to describe those eccurately, but it must be

admitted that an understandi.ng o{ relations croes not

åmount up to an understanding of the things related by

them.4o To i l l.ustrate his poi,nt he quotes ,Jabberwocky.:

The slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe.4ó

The point is that some kind of action is inditrated

between some kind of things,, but an actual knowledge of

the content of the things and the actions eludes us in

this poern, Just as it does in attempting to come to an



understanding o+ the external world,

Through science we can come to an understanding of

the external r¡or ld that we have sub jectively constructed

out of our common perceptions; however, we cannot

envision the real i ty behind i t al l. tJhen al I is said ano

done we have to admit de{eat and con{ess that we "can

grasp the tune but not the player."4z Some other means

must be employed to get at ultimate reality.
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In short, the world of physics is not objective;

there is an external reality--which may be objective

not--which physics is unaÞle to grasp. Eddington

suggests that other methods ffiåy, however, be able to

at external reality. One such approach is psychology

spec i { lcaI 1y through the exper ience of time.

while Eddington acknowledges that he is not competent

to discuss psychological matters, he plunges on ahead

ånyway in order to explore what to him seems to be a

hÍghly suggestive link between the exÞerience of time and

the going on of time in the universe.

For Eddington, the pertreption o{ time reÞresents å

11nk between the scientific concept of entropy and the

awareness of becoming. He proposes "Entropy-gradient rs

then the direct equivalent of the time o{

tronsciousness. , . .',48 because

yet

or

Just as certaÍn physical disturbances entering the
brain cel ls v ra the optic nerves occasion the
sensatic:n of iight, so a change of entropy, either
in the braln cel ls general ly or in special ceI Is,

get

t



4g

occaslons the sensatlon o{ tlme succession, the
mornent o{ greater entropy being f elt to be the
I ater . +'¡

Eddington speculates that in this f eel ing o{ becorni.ng Ne

experience å "true mental insight into the physical

condition that determines it. "s.-, He realized, o{ course.

that he was claiming that the rnind has access to real itv

Ín a wåy impossible to physics, that suggesting that the

f eeI ing of becorning is I inked to entropy " is tantamount

to an admission that consciousness, ìooking out througn a

private door' can learn by direct insight an underlying

character o{ the wor 1d r,.rhich physical measurements do not

betrå!."err In other words, Eddington is saying that

consciousness is directly aware o{ reality, and knows

reality in a way that is totally beyond physical methods.

He states boldiy that our experience o{ tirne is clearlv

an example o{ a superior wey of knowing:

It is so welded into our consciousness that a moving
on o{ time is å condition o{ consciousness. Ne have
dÍretrt insight into 'becoming, which sweeps aside
al I symboÌ ic knowledge as on an in{erior plane. if
I grasp the notion o{ ex i,stence because I mysel f
exlst, I grasp the notion o{ becoming because i
mYself become. !l':e

Knowledge of time is d

the dynarnlc nature of

is intrinsic to it.:i:s

bridge the dornains o{

spiritual and physical

the key position. "s4

irect knowledge; through it we knou¡

the external world, a nature which

For Eddington, in "åny attempt to

experience belonging to the

gides of our nature,, Time occupies

The reason for the importance of



our experience o{ time is its direct, unmediated

apprehension by consciousness. It is worth quoting

Eddington at length on this subject as much o+ his

ep istemology i s c lar i { ied in the {o1 iowing short
par ågr ap h I

we must regard the {eeI lng o{ ',becoming,, es ( in somerespects at reast) a true rnentar insight into thephysical condition which determines it. it is true
enough that whether we are deating with the
experience o{ "becoming" or with the more typical
sense-exper iences of t ight, sound., smeì. I , etc. ,there must always be some point at which we rose
sight o{ the physicar entities ere they arise in new
dress above our mental horizon. But if there is anv
experience in whÍch this mystery of mental
recognition cån be interpreted as insight rather
than rnege building, it should Þe the experience o{
"becoming"i because in this case the elaborate nerve
mechanism does not intervene. That which
consciousness is reading o{f when j.t {eels thepasstng rnoments L ies just outsi.de i ts door.
l^lhereast even i+ we had reeson to regard our vivid
impression o{ colour as insight, it could not be
insicht into the electric wåves, for these terminate
at the retina {ar from the seat of consciousness.e¡e

Through the experience of timer wê have a true insight

into the dynamic nature o{ the external, undertying

reaLity,æe'

Never the I ess .' rnethods o{ gett i ng at the under I y i ng

real ity are beyond the Þounds of sc j.ence. Those

experiences which impinge directly on our consciousnesses

and with which we gråpple without the aid of metrical

aids are not wi thin the dornai.n o4 physics. t^lhen deal ino
with the world which physics investigates, Eddington

holds strictly to a constructivist reality in which,,the

stuf f o{ the world is mind-stu{{ r,'Ez not ob jective
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reål ity.

it is so obvlous to Eddington that physics de,als

only with concepts that he sometimes expresses Þuzzlemenr

at the insistence of most physicists, who are dealino with

correlationg o{ experience, on cl.aiming that they are

describing "the content o{ en absolute ob jective wor ld. ,,

He {eels that more progress couLd be made i+ it would be

admitted that physics deals with relati.ons between
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relations, and i+ no trlaims were made as to the absolute

nature o{ the things related; for any attempt at

understanding what they are would be necessarily

subjective. That there is an underlying structure to

those correlations o{ experience which physics describes

as relations between relata is not denied; what is denied

is that we can know via the scientific method--or anv

other__what it is.e¡e¡

Eddington's tronclusion is that the world is made of

"rnind-stu{f", and that it must be admitted that

t"le have only one approach tto an understanding of
reality's naturel, namely,, throuqh our direct
knowledge of rnind. The supposed approach through
the physical world leads only into the cycle of
physicsr where we run round and round like å kitten
chesing its taii and never reach the world-stuff at
all,s?

Eddington admits that the idea that "the substratum o{

everything is o{ mental character r,'-.r is dif {icuIt f or

ånyone to accept, but "no one can deny that mind is the

{irst and most direct thing in our experience, and all



else is remote inference--either intuitlve or

deliberate.',êL In the {inal

that we cån thus real Iy know

sPiritual reality.e'a

Qp ir i tual Rea I i ty

t^ihen Eddington began to take his speculations

regarding the nature of reality into the spiritual or

mental realm' he knew he was treading on dangerous

ground. He made no atternpt to prove the existence of 60d

from science, nor to shoh¡ what the nature of striritual

realitv wås. Rather he sought merely to give retigion

and science roorn to work at discovering the nature of
reality {ree {rom each other's inter{erence,, ancr to give
credence to each approach.

Eddington summårizes his endeavor as i.ntendino onlv
to give sorne idea of the

general direction in which scientific thought
appears to be tending (rightly or wrongty) now thatit is confronted with å conception of the rnateriar
wor1d wideLy dif{erent {rom that which was the basrsof disputes between science and religion in the lastcenturY. a:s
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analysis the only real ity

i s our own internal. .

And of course the key point in this different

o{ the material world', is that it is rnade uo

stuf{", that mind is the author o{ creation.

Eddington says essential ly the sårne thlncl

he says that

Our philosophy has led to the view
we can separate the subjective and

"conception

o{ "mind

aga 1n h,hen

that in so far as
objective



elements 1n our experlence, the subJective is to tre
identi{1ed with the physical and the objective with
the conscious and spiritual aspects o{ exÞerience.¿,+

This ls a profound reversal of the usual wav of

understandlng objectivity and subjectivity. For

Eddington the physical world is composed of the contents

o{ our colLective consciousnesses, and is thus

essentially subjective. In contrast, the exÞeriences of

our own consciousness åre presented to our minds
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directly, and these experiences ere thus objects for our

minds. In other words, because "rnind is the first and

most direct thing in our experience, and all else is

remote in{erence" the only objects presented to us {or

study are the contents of our own minds. These

"srJbJective" contents o{ consciousness are thus the onlv

real "obJectÍve" things in exi,stence, This has of

courset been the standard view of how one is to çnake

"objective" statements about religious experience; but

Eddington is expanding the territory and claiming that

this is true not only for religion, but also lor science-

-both fields ultirnately only study the contents of

consciousness. I+ this is true, then Eddington has

helped to put reI igion on the sarne exper imental f ootings

as those of science. He puts it this h,av¡

AII I would clairn is that those who in the search
for truth start {rom consciousness as e seat o{
self -knot^rledge with interests and respc¡nsibi I itieg
not confined to the rnaterial p1ane, are just as much
facing the hard {acts o{ experience as those who



There is

rellgion,

start {rom consciousness as
indications o{ spectroscopes

o{ tronsciousness and from these construct a world that

thus a distinct para] 1e}

seems to +it the observations.

Taking the paralrel further, Eddington points out

that åE physics has come to conclude that there is a

neutral ground beyond its grasp that informs its

ånd that is that both start with the contenrs
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observations, why could there not be something beyond our

spiritual grasp as well? He asks.

shal I I not also add that even as I ight and colour
ancl sound come into our minds from a world beyond,,
so these other sti.rr ings o{ consc iousness come {rom
something which, whether we describe it es beyond or
deep within ourselves, is wider than our ohrn
Índ ividual personål i ty?a-

Eddington thus establishes the existence of e

spiritual reality, a reality just as objective/subjective

ås the everyday external world. The basis Íor such a

belief is the experience of it, just as in the physical

world; it is not just a belie{, pulled out of thin air:

Thls image o{ the divine nature is not a convenient
4ictlon for use fn workaday 1ife, to be discerded infavour of a system ol equations when scientific
accuråcy is required. I+ the hypothesis is correct,
it signi{ies a direct relation of spirit to spirit
which cen scarcery be made clearer by an irrelevant
excursion into the cycle of physical de{inition
where the di{ferentiar equations take their rise; it
is more nearly expressed by reference to a
relationship of spirit to spirit on the human plane-
-a rel ati on r^¡hich means much more than physical
science iE able to {ormutate. As to this {urther
question the scientist and the religious teacher may
wel I be content to agree that the value of any

a device 4or reading the
àncl microrneters. é's

between science and
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hypothesls extends Just so far as it is verifled by
actual exoerience. ¿,2

Rel igion is able to speak to

human relations that physics

formulate. Rel igion speaks

even bother doing physics at

physics.

Eddington analyzes two approaches to reality--

science and religion--and arrives at two conclusions:

First, that neither approach is able to get a grasp on

reality; and second, that the religious approach has a

chance to attain to some knowledge ol reality.

questions of meaning in

is not even able to

Eddington såys that both science and religion start

{rom the contents o{ tronsciousness, ånd both science åncl

religion are unable to sày what it is that informs therr

observations' Eddington held the nature o{ uitimate

to the question o1 why we

aI1. In this it transcends

reality to be ine{fable. At the same time, the very

nature of the spiritual approach to reality, which

attempts to come to grips with mental constructs, places

it one step closer to real ity than physi.cs, which of ten

forgets that it is studying objecti+ications of

consciousnessr or objects constructed by mind frorn its

mental constructs, placing physics at e step {urther

removed {rorn reaì'ity than religion.

It is this method of rel igion which places it closer

to rea I i ty'' spårk ing comrnents I i ke those above regard i ng

a relatlonship on the "humån p Iane,' the I i kes of whi.ch



physical science is unable to {orrnulate, tt ts thiE

which enables religion to speak to those thincs that the

physical description of the world leaves out. those

things which are near and dear to us. EddÍnqton also

4eels that "exper ience--that is to såv, the seI { cu¡?

environrnent--comprises more that can be embraced in the

physical wor 1d.

religion is in å better position to speak about this

"more" which physics cannot address. But the nature of

this "more" cånnot be clarified through rel iqion, since

it is ultimately beyond our qrasp.

In short, Edd i ngton 's assessment of the inab i I i tv of

physics to get at the stuf{ of ultimate reality spreads

also to religious methods.é'"', Nevertheleg,5,, he is clearly

saying that while there åre aspects of reality

"unattainab1e by the methods o{ physics,,, å search into

the process--in the study o{ epistemoiogy--Þy which the

mind regains "from nature what the mind has put into

netLlrer" must surely prove to be {ruitful in the struoole

o{ getting at truth. zo

. ."êê By virtue o{ its method,

This is again emphasized when Eddington contrasts the

kinds of things that physics can say about God versus

what religion says!

For the sphere o{ the di{ferential eouations o{
physics Ís the metrical scheme extracted out of the
broader reality. However much the ramifications o{
the cycles rnay be extended by further scientific
discovery, they cannot {rom their very nature trench



crn the background in which they have thelr being--
their actualÍty. It is in this background that our
own mental consciousness lies; and here. if
anywherer w€ rnay {ind a Power greater than but akrn
to consciousness. It is not possible {or the
control l ing laws of the spiritual substratum, which
in so Íar as it is known to us in consci.ousness is
non-metrical, to be analogous to the di++erential
and other equations of physics r^¡hich are meaningless
unless they are {ed with metrical quantities. So
that the crudest anthropomorphic irnage o{ a
spiritual deity cån scercely be so wide of tsicl the
truth as one tronceived in terms o{ rnetr ical
eouations. Tl

God.' or ultimate real ity, is thus rnore closely approached

through even crude anthropomorphisms than through

physics; however, Eddington does not wish to prove God in

this menner. He respects the mystery o{ the divine

nature far too much to attempt that. Rather, he wishes

mereì.y to introduce the possib i I i ty o{ God. the

possibi I ity that there is mc>re to real ity than

reductionist science has claimed.

5ó

Just as matter must shed its conception of
substantiality, so existence must shed its haIo,
be{ore we can admit it into physicat science. But
clearly i+ we are to assert or to question the
existence o{ anything not comprised in the external
world o{ physics, we must look beyond the physicai
definition. The mere questioning of the real ity of
the physical world implies some higher censorship
than the sc ienti f ic method i tsel f cån app t y. -z=

it is this appeåI to something beyond physics that

marks Eddington. He has seen the reductionist tendencies

o{ his science descend to the dangerous level o{ reducing

"God to a systern o{ di{ferential equations. . . ltt'r=

when in {act, the "externål world of physics has been

f ormu I ated as an answer to ä par t i cu l ar prob l ern



encountered in human exper ience. "-/4 To c laim that this

is the only problem that rnatters is very dangerous.

Eddington has alerted us to the danger o{ doing sor and

pointed out that there is much more to real i.tv than

provided by physics in constructing å physi.cal wor 1d.

Structured Real itv

Eddington thought he had abol

consciousness and matter by noting

knowledge is structural knowledge,
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physical universe is a structure. .

this structure is deducible {rom the nåture o{ our human

intellectual and sensory equipment. As Eddington says,

the influence of the sensory equipment with which we
observe, and the intellectual equipment with whicn
we formulate the results of observation as
knowledge, is so far-reaching that by itself it
decides the number o{ particles into which the
matter o{ the universe åppeårs to be
divided. .-/Z

In other words, from knowledge of human nature we can

deduce--e pr jor i--the structure of the physical wor I d.'zê

Furthermore, because Eddington's epistemoiogical method

reveåls not only known facts but can be used to predict

currently unknown facts, knowledge derived in this

{ashion 1s not only å priori, but also synthet!c.'ze

Further, this view is only possible Þecåuse

Eddington regards the universe to Þe at least partiatlv

ished the

that al I

tt -)r{g,

dual i Em o{

"physical

and that "the

The nature oftt -/ê

subiectiVÉo€o end its lawg to be totally subjective.sl

Eddington accepts this subjectivity o{ the physical



worId, ånd vlews the universe--or the structured whole

which physics creates--as å "descripti.on of the worId.',eJ=

As such, the universe is for Eddington no more than a

forn of täought, or general coDcept, and,,it mey be said

that Eddington's general troncepts constitute a modern

edition o{ the famous Kantian 'Verstandes{ormen' or

cåtegorieg. "ss

5A

In spite of this similarity, there is an important

di{4erence between Eddington's and Kant's understanding

o{ the reality o{ the physical worId. In Kant's thought,

nature ås Ersche tnunq is whol ly subjective, that is,

appearances have nothing in common with the Ding-an-Sich,

In contrast, Eddington's physical universe is only

partially suÞjective, and contains some hints of an

external reaLity. Eddington says: "In our view the

physicai universe is neither wholly subJective nor wholly

objective--nor a simple mixture of subjective and

objective attributes. "84 The oÞjective part of the

universe, however, is spirjtuaJ:

The purely objective sources o{ the objective
element in our observational knowledge have already
been named; they are I ife, consc iousness ç sp rr ¡ t, ss

Eddlngton does not develop this objective spiritual

knowledge into a transcendental discipline as Kant did,

perhaps because his Ouaker induced appreciation of things

mystical discouraged speaking of the ineffable.

Eddington's conclusions regarding the credibility of both



sclenti+ic ånd religious approaches to an understandlng

o{ nature have profound imptications ror the relationshio

between sclence and relÍgion. As he sees it physics ls

the science which studies the problem o{ humanity,s

relationship to the external world., it studies the

structures and behaviours of the objects impinging on our

consc iousnesses. The

realisation that physical knowledge is concerned
only with structure points the way by which the
conception o{ rnan as en elernent in a rnoral and
spiri.tual order can be dovetai led lnto the
conception of man ås the plaything o{ the forces of
the material r¡¡orld. eré
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Science deals with structures, giving answers to

questions regarding our physical environment, whereas

religion confronts questions of meaning, speaking to that
part of our persons to whom it matters what the answers

åf e. ee7



Eddington on Consciousness and the LÍmits of Science

The only subject presented
to me for study is the
content of rny
consc iousness. r

Edd i ng ton

Eddington envisioned two kinds o{ reality. One o{

these realities is the one which science works with, ånd

it is e mere shadow reality, a subjectively constructed

universe. The other is the remainder, the stuf{ with

which physics can by definition not deaL with, but which

forms the {oundation for the constructed universe of

physics.2

CHAPTER THREE

To put it di{4erentIy, Eddington attempted to show

that the world of physics is a constructed one, one which

is built according to the presuppositions of the

researchers.' and is thus subjective. He repeatedly

emphasized that "åII knowledge o{ our environment from

t^lhich the wor ld o{ physics is constructed, has entered in

the form of rnessåges transmitted along the nerves to the

seat o{ consciousness."s Science is founded on

observation, but aIl of our observations are interpreted

by the rnind, and thus acquire a sub jective nature.

At the same time Eddington was å realist, and never
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surrendered his belief in an external world whÍch is the

stimulus {or our observations. This objective reality ts

unknown by physics, but it is known by our rninds. This

is the ultimate real ity, and it is of å spiritual, mental.

c harac ter .

Thus Eddington held two opposing theories o{

realÍty. It what {ollows we will examÍne how he

juxtaposed these two theories without confiict.

Consciousness and Meaninq

Eddington's opinion o{ the nature of humankind's

relation to the universe provides an insight into

Eddington's thought,' highl ighting the importance of

consciousness and meaning in any discussion regarding

rea I i ty.

In Sc ience and ReJ j gton Eddington ]ooks at humanity

and the uni.verse and concludes that even though we may be

merely "årì unfortunate incident which it seems rather

ungenerous to re{er tor".r 
" 

freak o{ nature. we åre

irnportant,' beceuse "We ere t/'ra t wh ich asks tàe

guest jorr. "ë Thus when science, which brie{Iy put "iE an

atternpt to set in order the f acts o{ experience, "ó putg

f orward an enswer , human i ty asks ,, Is i t true?,, Thus

when {rom the human heart, perplexed with the
mystery o{ existence, the crv goes up 'What is it
all about?' it is no true answer to . reply 'It
is about atoms and chaos . about fiery globes
rolling on to impending doom . about tensors and
non-comfiìutative algebra. Rather it is about a
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splrit withln which truth has its shrine, with
potential ities o{ self-fuIfi I lment in its resÞonse
to beauty and right,7

Truth relates to spiritual realities, to the something

within us which asks the question. Eddington is clearly

saying that science cannot provide us with the kind o{

answers we ere looking for.

Consciousness, is "the first ingredient of the worId

of experience. . . ."Ê Science enters into the oicture

only after consciousness has arisen. Humanity thus

enters the worLd o{ experience as å spiritual creature,

and "our entry via the physical universe rs a re-

entry. rr'7 I n Edd ington 's words

The strange association o{ soul and body--of
responsibi t ity for truth with a bit of stet lar
matter that got cold by accident--is e problem in
which we cannot but {eeI intense interest, but not
an anxious interest as though the existence and
signi{icance o{ a spiritual side of experience were
hanging 1n the balance. The solution must +it the
data; we cannot alter the data to +it the alleged
solution.l':'

Edd ington c lairns that pr ior to the discovery o+

Theory o{ the Ouantum and o{ Relativity Theory, science

claimed to cover a1I of experience; hobrever, these

developments have shown that physical sc j.ence is not

omniscient, and ås a result, there is more room {or

alternate explanations of reality. In fact, Eddington

bel ieves that science explåins nothing. Rather it

codifies and describes reality in Þreselected terms. The

result being that i+ an outside observer brere to gaze
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upon the earth and see not a spinning globe but a ratio

o{ t¡¡o of the components of curvature ín Einsteini.an

space-time, that observer would be "seeing truly.

but she will be nissing tire point. It is as if h,e took

her to a picture gallery, and she. . saw ten seuare

yards o{ yel low paint, f ive of crimson, and so on.,'11

The descriptions of reality that science o{fers are

accurate and true.' but they miss the meaning.

The "sornething to which truth metters. " that

"spirit within which truth has it shrinet', 1= initiates

the inquiry into the nature o{ the physical world which

we cal I 'sc ience' . I + that 'sc ience' then constructs a

reality which precludes spirituality, it has cut itseif

o{f at the root. Thus the ','something to which truth

matters'must surely have a place in reality, if we are

to use the term reality at all.,, 1s There must be å

spiritual reality. It is primary in our extrerience of

ex i stence.

Having established the primacy o{ constriousness and

the importance o{ meaning to Eddington, we can now turn

to en examÍnation of his thoughto to see how he has

interpreted modern science's statementg about reality.

The Limits of Science

In an amusing story Eddington re{ers us to two

about to enter a roorn. The one is a cornmon rnan and

no di++iculty; the second is a physicist, and he is

fnen

has

beset



by the seemlngly lnsurmountable d1{flculty of landing on

the threshold, which he knows to be composed of a few

atoms but mostly aÍ empty spece, which is also travel i rn.g

around the sun at en extremely high velocity, whilst he

himsel. f is in e dízzy spin, stuck head out on the

revolving globe. I+ the question Ís asked which man has

the "true" conception of his worId, Eddington answers

that it is the physicist, but that ror the task at hand

the truth is irrelevant. The question thus årises: t^lhen

and where is scientific truth appl icable?
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The questlon is not to be dismissed by a dogmatic
classification of scienti{ic truth as superior ancl
comfnonp l ace truth as i n 4er i or , or of commonÞ I ace
truth as practical and scientific truth as pedantic.
Each has its tegiti.mate sphere distinguished
by that more elusive cr i ter ion ,'e sense of
Pr()Portion. l+

For Eddington the question is not so much one of one

truth being correct and the other incorrect. but of the

aPpropriateness o{ the tool {or the task at hand. ü.Jhen

walking into a roorn, common sense suffices; when

scrutinizing the procession o{ the perihelion o{ Mercury,

relativity theory rnust be employed. it is o{ no bene{it

to anyone if the tools o{ science are indiscriminatelv

emPloyed {or aIl purposes. aE

Eddington has no use for the concept of absolute

truth' especiatty i+ insisting on the absolute truth of

the scientl f ic l.leJ tanscâauung would require that ,'trommon

sense" be replaced by it, Rather Eddington would have us



consider that

Truth is å diamond of meny facets, darting now one
r-åy r now another , into our I ives. The sc ientist rnåy
{ind the pure element within and express its essence
by the precise {ormula of a cubic tattice--it is his
business to make such analyses. But is the dul I
cårbon to be prized higher than the radiant
lustre? 1ê

The scienti+ic viewpoint is only one {rom emong the many.

The External hlorld

ó5

Science studies the basics of the external worId.

but what exactly is the external world? Eddington

disparages the notion that the "external worId consists

o{ those things which really exist"17 since we nåve no

idea what it meåns to exist. For Eddington,

The motive {or the conception o4 en external world--
å world which will rernain signi{icant when Íny
tronstriousness ceåses to be--lies in the existence o{
other consc ious beings. hJe cornpare notes and we
{ind that our exÞeriences åre not indeoendent o+ one
another. 1ã

This trommon element cannot be solelv in an individual

consciousness, it cannot be illusion only, rather it must

be placed in neutral ground--in the synthesis of the

collective human consciousness--and this Eddington calls

the externaJ worId.

The significance of this is that relativity theory

is the rnathernatical expression o{ such e synthesis; it

allows scientists to exÞress in exect terms what the

universe would look like {rom any point ol view. This

mathematical expression allows Eddington to draw



tronc luslons about

aL low conslderab1y

than was previousl

Science and Truth

hJhat kínd of truth does science oÍier? Eddinoton

has no use {or philosophies o{ science in which it is

held that

the nature o1 the physlcal world whlch

rnore f reedom Íor rel iglous speculation

y possib Ie.
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the purpose o{ scienti+ic theories is to orovide a
conception o{ the world which "economizes thoughtr',
and that they do not pro{ess to reÞresent the
reality which actually exists. . . . le

In Eddington's opinion, scientific theories are

precisely defined: they are "the common element

abstracted {rom the experiences o{ individuals in al1

variety o{ physical circumstÊ¡nces, . . .,,ãe As a result,

they do not merely 'economize thought' but say something

which must be either right c¡r wrong. science intends not

to construct a world which is simple and eåsv to

understand, but one which truthfully represents the

cornmon exper iences of humank ind. Thus, by de{ in i tion , i f

h¡e say that anything in the external wor ld is real .

we are merely expressing our bel ief that the rules
have been properly {ollowed--that it is not en
hal lucination belonging only to one individual
experience, or e mistaken concept due to an error in
the process of synthesis.2l

Eddington f eels that i+ sornething is ,,reål', then it is

part of the external world constructed accordinq to the

rules--comrnon everyday experience. Reality is no mcrre



than that.

Buite pragmatically, Eddington is baffled by the

emphasis phi losophers put on ,,existence,, and ',reåI itv".

He is sure that no one knows what this ,,existence,, is.

and is thus not a{raid that the world of physics will Þe

cancelIed out of "existence', because it {aiIed some

strange metaphysical test.=æ As {ar as he is concerned,

the external world "is the world which confronts our

common experience and that therefore we are interested in

knowing all we can about it."2s
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In surnmåry, science examines the external worId, the

one which con{ronts us daily, yet the picture it creates

o{ this world is almost unrecognizable as the common

sense world. This is because it places great emphasis on

the microscopic point of view. This is seen as

appropriate ior doing physics,, but inappropriate i+ thrs

viewpoint o{ rea}ity is applied to phiiosophy and

religion.

Exact Sc ience:

scientific concepts and methods on all of experience; w€l

note that Eddington re{ers to physics as ån exact

science. Eddington claims that physics is exact, not so

much because o{ its method, but because o{ its chosen

subiect matter. That subject matter is pointer readings:

we have recently realised that the claim o{ physics to be

To expand on why it is inappropriate to use



ån exåct Eclentre 1s only aIlowable because its subject

matter Ís rnuch rnore restricted than is cornmon1y

suPposed. t?4 This is wonderf u11y i I lustrated in one o{

Eddington's unique ånecdotes, one concerning a physics

exam and ån eleohant:

To show the kind o{ knowledqe which physics can
handle in an exact manner, let us examine critically
a problem in physics such as might be set in an
examination Þeper.

The exarniner, exerc ising his ingenuity, begins
(let us say) as {oIlows: "An elephant slides down a
grassy hi I iside . " The exper ienced examinee
knows that he need not pay heed to this¡ it is only
å picturesque adornment to give an air o{
verisimilitude to the bald essentials o{ the
problem. He reads on: "The weight o{ the elephant
is two tons. " Now we are getting down to business;
henceforth the elephant can be droppedi it is,'tr¡ro
tons" that the examinee witI really have to grapple
with. t^Jhat exactly is this two tons--the real
subject matter of the physical problem? It connotes
åccording to sorne code e property, which we cån only
vaguely descr ibe ås ponder os ity, occurr ing in a
certain region o{ the external world. But never
mind what it connotes; what js it? Two tons is the
reading which the pointer Índicated when the
elephant was placed on a weighing-machine; it is
iust a pointer-reading, Similarly with the other
data of our problem. The mountain {lank is replaced
by an angle of 6O--the reading of å plumb-line
against the divisions o{ a protector tsicJ; and its
verdant covering is replaced by å coefficient o+
{riction, which though perhaps not directly a

.pointer-reading is o{ kindred nature. No doubt
there are more roundabout wåys used in practice {or
determining the weights o{ elephants and the slopes
o{ hi1ls, but they ere justi{ied because they are
known to give the sarne results as would be obtained
by direct pointer-readings. I+ then only pointer-
readings (or their equivalents) are put into the
machine o{ scientific calculation, how can we grind
out anything but pointer-readÍngs? But that is just
what we do grÍnd out o{ it. The question was, sàyr
to find the time of descent of the elephant, and the
answer is 16.5 seconds--that is to sâyr the
difference o{ two pointer-readings on the seconds'-
dial o{ our watch.æ3

6B
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Need I ess

the spectacle o{ the trumpeting elephant sliding through

a forest into l+ho knows what at the Þottom of the hi. ll !

to såyr the answer o{ 1ó.5 seconds misses out on

Eddington comments that physics is in no position to

After givÍng us this exanìple regarding the elephant,

handle everydey quantities such ås suÞstance, duration,

extension and so forth¡ rather
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in its ectual procedure physics studies not these
inscrutable qual i.ties, but pointer-readings which we
can observe. The readings, it is true, re{lect the
{luctuations of the world-quaiities, but our exact
knowledge is o{ the readingsr not o{ the qualities.
The {ormer have as much resemblance to the latter as
a telephone-number has to a subscriber.æó

This kind o{ knowledge is what physics provides us with.

I+ hre accept this, our image of nature and the status of

physical knowledge are radically altered. It is

worthwhile to quote Eddington at length on this point:

Until recently physicists took it {or granted that
they had knowledge o{ the entities dealt with, which
was of a more intimate character; and the dilficulty
which many {ind even now in accepting the theory of
relativity arises from ån unwi I I ingness to give up
these intuitions or traditions aE to the intrinsic
nature of spatre, time, matter, and {orce, and
substitute lor them a knowledge ei<pressible in terms
of the reading of instruments. In considering the
relations o{ science and religion it is a very
relevant fact that physics is now in course of
abandoning al I c lairn to å type o{ knowtedge which it
{ormerly asserted without hesitation. Moreover,
these tronsiderations indicate the limits to the
sphere o{ exact sc ienc e.7-7

Moreover, if knor¡lledge o{ the external world is to

enccrmpåss the responses o{ a1l objects in it to all other

objects, then the methods o{ physics are unable to do so



when å response cannot be reduced to å pointer readlng,

the likableness o{ an elephant for examÞle:

This phenomenon is excluded from exact gcience not
because of åny antithesis of nature between the
spiritual and the material, but because there is no
pointer-reading that cen stand {or the "IikabIeness,,
of the elephant in the way that the reading of the
weighing-machine can stand 4or its ,'ponderosity.,,ä6

This leads Eddington to one o{ his greatest insightsr

I venture to say that the division o{ the external
world into å material world and a spiritual world is
super{j.cial, and that the deep line of cleavage is
between the metrical and the non-metrical asÞects of
the wor I d. te?

Thus when a metrical method is applied to å metrical

subject Ìike physics, great progress is made and there

åre no perceived Iimitations to the power o{ the method;

when howevert the method is applied to most other toprcs.

it must be realized that important aspects o{ the subject

wi I I be ornitted i+ studied in a strictly metrical

f ashion;3o the I ikab,leness of a particular elephant in

non-metrical, its ponder osity is metrical. Thus, it may

be use{ul to employ metrical methods to studv

architecture and music, but it is obvious that in an

exact numerical description o{ a melody and the nervous

systems response to it, the numbers fail to åccount for

the deep emotional impact of a favourite hymn. rn other

wordst just as "there is no branch of knowledce {rom

which exact science is wholly excludedr so it would seem

that there is no branch which exact science wholly

covers. " sl
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things that can be described metrically. Any other

The world o{ physics is thus restricted to those

characteristics that an object o{ the common sense world

might have is not a physical property, Þut a 'sÞirÍtual'

one- Even such abstract concepts as potentials, {orce,

mass and so {orth, are not within the realm o4 Þhysics.

4or they are constructs and "it åppears also that the

7l

value to be attached to physicat enti ties ! sL¡cn as mass

and force, is . ultimately å value for

conE,c i ousness. rr is1?

science, it

because o{

Thus, Eddington insists

matter. He

ig not so much

the way in which

states,

Theoretical physics takes the form which it does
take, and discovers laws o{ nature o{ a
characteristic type, Iargely Þecause it càooses to
talk aÞout these combinations of the potentials to
which it has given the above nåmes; there are other
combinations which it might talk about., but it
regards them as uninteresting and leaves them
narneless. This choice of sub ject-matter made at the
outset determines the nature o{ the super-
structure. . It is not the basal structure but
the principle o{ selection which plays the al I
important part in determining whether å law such as
the conservation of energy shall take rank ås a law
o{ nature. ss

that i+ physics is an exact

because o{ its method, Þut

it selects its subject

This viewpoint could lead to total chaos, {or Þasica11y

what it meåns is that reality is what we choose it to be.

There is however,

o{ consciousness

individuals are

a caveat, namely that only those parts

which are common to al I normal

to be counted as part of physical



reå1f ty. Entitles whlch do not lrnpinge on the normal

consclousness are thus excluded {rom the subject matter

o{ physics.

we have seen that the external world o{ physics is
in the first place approached by way of
consciousness, that it derives actuality and value
{rorn consciousness, and that it relates only to
certain aspects of the comrnon basis of material and
sPiritual things.'s+

It is the mind which constructs the permanent world.

In sufnrnary,
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hlhen the eye surveys the tossing waters of the
ocean, the eddying particles o{ weter Ieave iittie
impression; it is the waves that strike the
attention, because they have a certain degree of
perrnanence. The motion particular Iy noticed is tne
rnotion ol the wave form, which is not a motion o{
the water at all. So the mind surveying the world
o{ point-events lookg {or the perÍìenent things. ss

By selecting only the permanent things in the world, the

mind constructs reality out o{ Þertreived relations and

erects structures that give form to the external world

without knowledge of its actual content.

hrords

Our whole theory has really been a discussion oI the
most general wey in which permanent substance cån be
built up out o{ relations; and it is the mind which,
by insisting on regarding only the things that are
permanent, has actually imposed these 1aws on an
indi{ferent world. Nature had very little to do
with the matter; she had to provide a basis--point-
events, but practically anything would do for that
purpose i+ the relations were of e reesonable degree
of compl.exity, . that is to say, it is
structure, not material which counts. sé

The world of physics consists only of structure, devoid o{

content. Now this is not to say that there is nothing in

In Eddington's



the external worId, that the structures o{ the external

world are constructed out o1 nothing; there is an

under iying real ity. However, this underlying real ity is

unknown to us; and it is only by the ef{orts of our minos

that hre cån see our f ami ì. iar, everydåy wor ld. Further.

this underlying reality's exatrt nature is in {act

irrelevant,, needing to be only',Þoint-events,' o{
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su{f icient complexity,r so that ,,pratrtical ly anything

would do. " it is not the nature of the underlying

reality,' but the nature o{ our own make-up that

determines the structure of the physical worId, Thus

Eddington speculates that it is mind which

f iIters out matter frorn the meaningIess jumbIe o{
quantities it exalts the permanent and ignores
the transitory. . Is it too much to say that the
mind's search 4or permanence has crea.ted the wor lo
o{ physicE?37

Eddington acknowledges that the ,,Iast sentence possiÞ1y

goes too far. . ."58 but thinks that it does ittustrate

"the direction in which these views åre tending.',;=.r

There is an underlying reality, This can not be denied.

But it is not this underlying reality that physics studies.

Physics studies the external world as it is presented to

us a{ter we have received the sensory data and processed

it; physics studies the contents of our collective

subjective consciousness. As far as the actual nature o{

things is concerned, "this knowledge is only an empty

shell--a form of syrnbols."¿':'



ïhe Father uttered one
word and that word was
his Son, and He utters
it everl.astingly in
si Lence and in si lence
a soul has to hear it. x

Having surveyed Eddington's exposition of his

CHAPTER FOUR

Eddinqton the Ouaker

philosophy o{ science, and seen that he has essentiallv

two distinct concepts of reality--physical reality as å

construction o{ mind, which is Etudied by science; and

"real " real ity as that which underl ies al l that is, an

unknowable foundati.on--some explanation of hou¡ Eddington

could hold these two concepts o{ reality at the same time

is required. The present chapter will show that Ít is

Eddington's religious tronvictions as å Ouaker that

provlde an explanation for his faith in a foundational

real ity, and that only by understanding the prirnary

position that rel tgious exper ience hås in Eddington's

thought can his two views o{ reality be harmonized.

It has been recognized that one "of the most powerful

f actors in the {orrnation of Eddington's intel lectual

outlook and spiritual perceptlvity was the Ouaker
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atmosÞhere of his horne. ,

-which is built around the siLent communion o{ their

rneetings.' where, sitting in å circ Ie they experience God

in the si.lence of meditationõ--cannot but have

predisposed Eddington to quiet contemplation of the

mysteries of the universe,, and sensÍtized him to its

mystical qualities.
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experiences caused him to depreciate scientific reason;

indeed, his Ouakerism seems to have stimulated research

not only into the interior li{e, but in aIl o{ nature.

In this he respect Eddington was Iike many other Gluakers,

{or they "are said to have had more members in the Roval

Society than ctid åny other rel igious group.',4

This is not to såy that sensitivity to inward

tt2 ïhe Gluaker way o{ I i {e-

Eddington certainly seems to have enjoyed communion

with God in the Society o{ Friends, and enjoyed an

appreciation o{ God ås revealed in nature, Since such

experiences were not unusuel {or Eddingtonrs they rnost

certainly could not be excluded from his conceotion o{

reality, Indeed, the primacy o{ these personal

experiences makes it impossiÞte for Eddington to accept

the "decrees o{ science with an anxious interest as

though the existence and signi{icånce o{ å spiri.tual side

of experience were hanging in the balance. The solution

must +it the data; we cannot alter the data to fit the

alleged solution."å



For Eddington, "observation is the High Court of

Appeal" and the "only subject presented to me for studv

is the content of my consciousness;"7 the ewareness o{

God's presence--which occurs not merelv i,n the

consciousnesses o{ deranged Índividuals but within entire

groups o{ sane citizens such as the Society o{ Friends--

is a primary {act. As a result, any cornprehensive

philosophy must be able to account for religious
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experience. This basic premise reflects, as the Ouaker

schol.ar Douglas V. Steere EayE, the "pro{ound gresp ot

the relation of intuition and reåson which in no

generation o{ ßuakerism has ever been entirely ebsent.,,€

Ru{ug ll . Jones, the wel I known Ouaker , Fhi losopher ,

and contemporary o4 Eddington's,' con{essed that it Nas å

srnal I group o{ Gluakers that gave him the spir i tual depth

that allowed hÍm to keep his {aith without "preventing me

{rom making use o{ alI that science and history have

revea I ed.

exper ience thus in no way chal lenges sc j.ence's c laims to

truth concerning the external world, but it does reveå1

that science does not have a handle on absolute truth.

Eddington emphasizes the need for an adequate world-

. ."e Ouakerism's appreciation o{ the inward

view to account for alI o{ human experience, to account

{or the se lves to whom truth matters. He reminds us that

it

was by looking into
the {irst failure o{

our own nature that we revealed
the physical universe to be co-



extensive with our experience of reality. The
'something to which truth matters' rnust surely have
a place in reality, i+ we are to use the term
reality at all. In our own neture, or through the
contact of our consciousness with a nature
transcending ours, there are other things that claim
the sarne kind o{ recognition--a sense o{ beauty, of
morå1ity, and finally at the root of aIl spiritual
rel ig ion an exper ience r¡rhich we descr ibe es the
Presentre of God. 1c'

what Eddington meåns is that i+ the physical universe

is a r^¡orld o{ pointer readings which by de{inition

excludes the subjective elements of real ity, i t is

incomplete. I+ consciousness is the only thing we are

aware of , then oÞ jective real i ty is best identi f ied ,,wi th

the consci.ous and spiritual aspects o{ experience;,, It the

experiences traditionally derided as',subjective,' are

regarded by Eddington as primary. Thus, when the

physical universe {ai 1s to eccount--Þy de{inition--for

spiritual real ity, it has {ai led to be tro-extensive with

our experience o{ reality. Since the whole ouest of

science is launched by that within us to which truth

matters, science should at least acknowledge that this

{orce within is a valid part o{ human experience; i+ it

cannot do sor it is not an adequate philosophy. This is

again å fundamental axiom of @uakerism; ås Isaac
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Penington wrote, "For reeson is not sin, but e turninq

{rom that ¡rhich reason cårne is sin. ', 1= An adeeuate

philosophy must be able to account for inwaro

exper ience. 1c

The importance o{ inward, mystical experiences lor



Edctfngton cen clearly be

nature. He refers us to

experience ås given by J.

There is an hour of the Indian night, a little
before the {irst glimmer o{ dawn, when the stars ere
unbel ievaÞ ly c lear and c lose. . the whole r^¡or Ld
seems to be intent, a1Íve, listening,, eager. At
such times the vei I between the things that are seen
and the things that are unseen becorne so thin as to
interpose scarcely åny barrier at aIl between the
eternal beauty and truth and the soul ¡¡hich would
comÞrehend them. re
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seen in his apprec iatlon o{

å description of such an

S. Hoylands, who said:

Regarding this experience Eddington goes on to say

Here is an experience which the 'observer, as
technlcai ly defined in scientific theory knows
nothing o{. The measuring åppliances which he reads
declare that the stars åre just as rernote es they
aì.ways have been t nor can he f ind any excuse Ín hrs
measure {or the mystic thought which has taken
possession of the mind and dorninated the sense-
impressions. Yet who does not pr i ze these rnoments
that reveal to us the poetry of existence? We do
not ask whether philosophy tran justify such an
outlook on nature. Rather our system o{ phi iosophy
is ltself .'n trial; it must stand or {a1 i according
as it is broad enough to find r.oom lor this
exper ience ê¡s an eLement of 1 i {e. rs

Eddington is saying here that the',poetry of

existence" is an outlook on 1ife which reeuires no

justi{ication. The real ity o{ the experience is

indisputable, To emphasize this point, he relates two

times when he wes interested in the motion o{ waves. on

the first occasion he consutted Horace Lamb,s

Hydrodynanics, but on the second occasion. he consultes

the poet Rupert Brooke and read:



There are waters blown by changing winds to taughter
And I it by the rich skies, al I day. And after,

Frostr t^ri.th å gesture, stays the waves that dance
And wander ing Iovel, iness. He leaves å whi te

Unbroken gl.ory, a gathered radiancer
A ¡¡idth,' a shining peåce, uncter the night. rr,

To this Eddington cornments:

The magic words bring back the scene. Again we {ee}
Nature drawing close to us, uniting with us, till we
are filled with the gladness o4 the waves dancing in
the sunshÍne, with the awe o{ the moonlight on the
frozen lake. These were not moments when we {eI t
below ourselves. l.le do not look back on them and
sayr 'It was disgrace{ul for a mån with six sober
senses and a scienti+ic understanding to let himsell
be deluded in that way. I will take Lamb's
Hydr odynam jcs wi th rne next tirne, I t is good that
there should be such moments for us. Life would be
stunted and narrow i+ we could feel no sÍgnificance
in the worl.d around us beyond that which can be
weighed and rneasured with the tools o+ the physic ist
or described by the metri.cal symbols of the
mathematician. . . .Lz

Clearly experiences which can be loosely defined ås

"rnysticel " are o{ great importance--not only to

Eddington, but to aìt human beings, EqualIy clear is

that these experiences cannot be evaluated by ernpirical

rneasurements, yet åre precisely those which make us into

human beings. The physical world, as described by

Eddingtonr requires only that humans act ås measurÍno

devices; yet it is obvious to Eddington that the mystical

experience reveals that there is more to realÍty than the

world of physics contains.
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Recognizing that the rel igious experience is real,

ancl not a mere delusion that is somehow in{erior to oure

sc ience, Edd ington asks rhetor ical Iy:



'Are we, in pursuing the mystical outlook, {acing
the hard {acts o{ experience?' Surely we are. I
think that those u¡ho would wish to take coqnizance
of nothing but the measurements o{ the scientific
world made by our sense-organs åre shirking one o{
the most immediate facts of experience, namely that
consciousness is not whol ly, nor even primari ly a
device for receiving sense-impressions. 1e

In other words: ås tronscious beings our consciousness

relateE to reality in diverse ways, not just to the

restricted set of measurable quantities. To deny the

experience o{ pain, pleasure, and humour is to denv våsc

parts o{ our extrerience o{ real itv.

ci t-J

The human mind is not restricted to receivino sense-

impressions; it is open to the divine mind. Guaker

scholar Carol j.ne Stephen states qui te c lear ly the Ouaker

beI ie{ that "the dÍrect influence of the divine mind utron

crur own. . ." tisl the primary Guide in the voyage o{

i 1fe. . i " t? consciousness is {or receiving the

thouqhts o{ God. In contrast, Eddington is very cautious

on this point and merely spetrulateE that í+ iight and

colour and sound come into our minds from outside o{

ourselves., is it not possibte that the,'stirrinos of

consciousness trome {rom something which. . is wider

than our individual oersonal itv?"=,:,

, In Eddington's opinion, even i+ the mind's direct

contact with 6od in mystical experience cannot be provenr

a philosophy which cannot accommodate the subjective

aspects o{ human experience iE de{icient. As anyone who

has ever laughed at a joke cannot deny, the experience o{



humour is very real, and Eddington makes a salient point

when he compares the experience o{ humour with the

mystical experience of God. He says!

There åre some to whom the sense of a divine
presence irradiating the soul is one of the most
obvious things o{ exper ience. In their view a rnan
without this sense is to be regarded as we reqard a
rnan without a sense of humour. The absence is a
k ind of mental def ic iency. hJe may try to analyse
the experience ås Ne analyse hurnour, and construct a
theology, or it rnay be an atheistic phi Iosophy,
r¡hich shal I put into sc ienti f ic f orm what is to be
inferred about it. But let us not forget that the
theoiogy is syrnbol ic knowledge whereas the
exper ience i.s intimate knowledge. And as Iaughter
cannot be corrìpel led by the scienti+ic exposition of
the structure o{ a joke; so a phiiosophic discussion
of the attr ibutes of God (or ån irnpersonal
suÞstitute) is likely to miss the intimate response
o1 the spirit which is the central point o{ the
rel igious experience. ãr

Once again Eddington emphasizes the experiential
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nature of mystical awareness; it is "intimate knowledge"-

-the primary content of consciousness. steere describes

Guaker meetings ås "Iåboratories of the Holy spirit where

Jesus christ {uIfilied his promise that 'where two or

three are gathered in my name, there I am in the midst o{

thern. ' "æ2 Ouaker rneetings are exper iences in which the

seeker is advised to "Be stilI, and wait {or Iioht and

strength, and desire not to know or comprehend, but to be

known and comprehended in the Love and 1i{e, which seeks

out, gathers, and preserves lost sheep.,,Ës

Mystical experience is direct and unmediated. In

contrast, scienti{ic expc:sÍtion is ,'symbol ic knowledger,'

a system o{ shadow realities. The primacy of the



mystlcål experience precludes any denlal o{ its reality

by reasoned argument; and of course science has no

authority to deny the varidity o{ such experience, {or by

definition science deals only with pointer reacrlngs, with

things that can be broken down into measurable

quantities. Thus Eddington concludes that

I + we c lai.m that the exper ience which comes to us r.n
our silent meetings is one of the precious elements
that make up the fullness o{ Ii{e, I do not see noh¡
science tran gainsay us. Let it Iscience] oause
bef ore rushing in to åpp ry a supÞose,d sc ienti { ic
test; for such a test would go much too {ar,
strippÍng ah,ay from our Iives not only our religion
but al I our feer ings which do not belong to the
function o{ a meåsuring-machine. æ+

In short, science analyzes onry one aspect of .,ur
realltyr which Eddington has described as the physical

worLd. The physical world is not al t encompåsstng; it
{ai ls to take into account al I the 'subjective, aspects

ol experience, since it is by definition a collection o{
pointer readings, o{ rnetrical values. since the sciences

which create and study the physical world åre sel{_

Iimited in scope, they are unable to account for those

åspetrts of experience which Eddington considers primary.,

namely those implnging directly on our constrr.ousnesses.

This is also the position taken by the earry ouaker

writer, Isaac Penington (1616-t679) r who emphasized the

inward nature o{ true kno¡^¡ledge. He seys w€} should

distinguish "between words without concerning the thing.,

and the thing itself ruitÈrin; and wait and labour then to

a2



know. . . the thing itself within,,'={5 True knowledge
intuitive and inward. True knowledge places {ar more

value on intuitive, inward knowledge o{ a thing, than
ernpirical data concerning it.

Eddington sees the mysticaì experience as the
primary rnethod Íor apprehending a cornprehensive picture

o{ reality. Though reluctant to do sor Eddington

summarizes the import of the mystic expertence as

{oI lows:

I+ I were to try to put into ruords the essential
truth reveared in the mystic experience, it wourd be
that our mi.nds are not apårt f rom the wor id; and thefeelings that we have o{ gladness and melancholy andour yet deeper feetings ere not of ourselves arone.but are glimpses of a reality transcending the
nerrow limits of our particular consciousness--that
the harmony and beauty o{ the face o{ Nature is atroot one with the gladness that transfigures the
face of mån. r.Je try to express much the same truth
when we say the physical entities are only an
extract of pointer readings and beneath them is ènature contiguous with our own, But I do not
wi I I ingly put it into words or subject it to
introspection. hJe have seen how in the physical
world the meaning is greatly changed when we
contemplate it as surveyed {rom without instead of.
as it essentially must be, from within. By
introspection l.re drag out the truth {or external
survey; but in the mystical {eeling the truth is
apprehended frorn within and is, ås it should be, å
Part of ourselves. æê

Eddington here displays typicat ouaker retitrence at

discussing mystical experience; ,,Euakers find it hard not
to look with suspicion on talk about the interior Iife

and about the pråctices that nurture it.,,æz Rather than
attempt to prove the validity of mystical experience,

Eddington prefers to show that traditional science is
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unable to disprove inward expertences, allowlne thege

experiences to be appreciated in their own right, without

recourse to sc ienti { ic cr i tique or exp lanation.

This is not to say that the mystical insight provides

al I o{ the ansNers to humanity,s problerns; just as

science is unable to speak to issues which interest us

intensely as human beings with subjective experiences,
just so the mystical. exper ience cannot ansbrer emp ir ical
problems. Eddington felt that the apprehension of

spiritual truths could not be derived frorn scientific

conclusions, and that there was no one-to-one
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trorrespondence between "objects" in the external world

and the "subject', in our consclousnesses. The

relationshi.p between the mystical wor ld and the physical

u¡orld is fnore complex. Very brie{ly, Eddington explains

the relationship as {ol lows:

I contemplate a spiritual domain underlying thephysical world es a whole, tbutl i do not think of
it ås distributed so that to each elernent o{ time
and space there is a corresponding portion of the
spiritual background. My contrlusion is that,
although for the most part our inquiry into theproblem o{ experience ends in a veil of symbols,
there is an immediate knowledge in the minds o{
consc ious beings which I i fts the vei I in p Iaces; and
what we discern through these openings is ol mental
and spiritual nature. Elsewhere we see no more than
the vei l. ,¡e

Regarding that which is beyond the veil nothino can

be said, but, in the silence of the soul, it can Þe

heard.



This thesis has attempted to expose the thoughts o+

Eddington on the notion o{ rearity to {resh analysis. In
doing sor Ít has put Eddington into the context o{
cambridge at the turn of the centuryr ås a person formed

Þy å GJuaker upbringing and convictions, r.n å scientif ic
community in the process of general upheaval brought on

by Einstein's Theory o{ Relativity and by the Theory of
the ouantum- Eddington brought diverse factors together
in hls phi losophy o{ physical science, creating a

phi losophy which re{lects his rni l ieu, but also some

unique features which can onry be attributed to hls

Gluaker i sm.

Eddington's approach involves showing that

contemporåry science's description of the physical world
is not so much an accurate reproduction of what is

actually out there, Þut onry a description o{ a srnarr

portion o{ the reality subjectivery created by the mind.

Like Kant, 1 Eddington bel ieves .'ur intel lectual and

sensory equipment determines a pr ior t what our physical

world wili be iike. The physical world which science

studies is therefore subjective. Eddington describes how

science studies the sel{-contained world of physics

B5
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which, 4or all of its

deal with the larger

questions o{ meaning.

Eddington feers that there is å spiritual substrarum
which can be said to be real. This suÞstratum is
experrenced when we gl irnpse the beauty o{ nåture, or
apprehend the presence of God in sirent meditation. It
is experienced by all peopre before our rninds begin to
analyze and comprehend what it is that we have

experienced. It is essentially, everything; however, it
is ine{fable.

In terms o{ what this study has done and what
remåins to be done, the materials and method o{
presentation were limited by necessity to Eddington.s
phi losophical, works and on 1y cursory corn'ar i sons to
Eddington's contemporaries. perhaps the most fruitfur
endeavor which could folrow this study wourd invorve more
detai led cornparisons between Kant and Eddington. hjhi re
such a study has been undertaken by Witt_Hansenr this
excer lent work fai led to see how the pivotat place which
Eddington's mysticism had in his philosc¡phy allowed
Eddington to simultaneously have a realist and å

phenomenor.ogicar ontorogy. A more detai Ied study coulo
also have incorporated an in depth comparison between the
phiiosophies of Eddington and his contemporaries, such as
Heisenberg, but who did not share his ouaker upbringing.

knowledge, öy def tn it ion can never
world o{ human emotion, or with
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such a qornparison would f urther highl ight the imÞact that
Eddington's mystÍcar be1 ie{s had on his phi Iosophy.

Alternately, it wourd be interesting to compare Eddington

to schrödinger and determine how their res'ective

rel ig ious persuasions inf luenced their phi losophies.

on the other hand' other approaches to Eddington's

thought which would supplement this thesis in verv

different ways åre also contreivabre. one intriguing

åpproach would be to examine the mathernatical {oundatrons

{or Eddinqton's philosophical clairns, Þalancine his

established integrity ås an astrophysicist,, astronomer

and theoretical physic ist against his phi losophical
proposals. t^lhat is the signi{icance of Eddinoton,s

calculations of universal constants, such as the cosmical

number--2 x 136 x 22?sé'--the total number of protons ano

electrons in the universe?? Or o{ the frne structure

constant, whose value he determined to be ls7, and which

experimentation is repeatedly verifying?s Sir Edmund

hlhittaker has examined Eddington's calculations, but has

only hinted at their possible impl ications for
phi losophy.
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FÍnalIy, Eddington has raised ån important question.

unique in its setting Þut not new in the wider context o{
the dialogue between science and religion; what is the

relationship between epistemology and ontology? By

approaching the world frorn an epistemoiogicat perspective



Eddlngton wås able to relegate physics to a rnere

descr iptlon o{ what h,e can perceive; physrcs is
phenomenorogically oriented. In contrast, the mysticar
exper ience supposedly bypasses our anal.ytical minds and

provides direct inslght into reality. The

question raised by EddÍngton regarding the status of
scienti{ic knowredge and rer igious-mysticar knowredge is
one that will most certainry require {urther study i+ we

are to corne to a {ur rer understand ing o{ the nature of
rea I i ty.
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even several years a{ter the hrer refused to consider the
theory because of nationalistic passions. Crowther, 154

a-z Arnong the honours awarded to Edd ington Nere the GoId
MedaI o{ the Royal Astronomicaj. Society in 1924, and the
Royal Medal o{ the Royal Society in 1924. He was
president o{ the {ormer society in L92l-23 and o{ the
Physical Society in 1930-32. He was elected Þresident o{
the International Astronomical Union in 193El and awarded
many honorary degrees. He was knighted in 1930 and
received the Order of Merit in 1938.

1É Max Planck, Hhere js Sc jence Go ing? (London: George
Al len & Unwin " 19331 218

1ci Planck, Ouoted in I lse Rosenthal-Schneider, Rea/ i ty
and Sc jentif ic Truth, (Detroi,t: t^Jayne State UP, 198O)
71, from Hisse nschaftJ iche SeJbstòjograpie (Leipzig:
r1 .Þ.; 1948) Translated by F. Gaynor as Scjentif ic
Biography and Other Paper s (New Vork: n.p., 1949 ) 13

2c) Werner Heisenberg, PÈrys ics and Ph t Iosophy (London:
1958) t29



2L James Jeans, The flysterious Universe.
uP. t948) 127

28 Jeans, Hys ter ious l t25. cf. Eddington: "The only
subject presented to me for study is the content o{ my
consciousness. " NPW. 243

PPs. 2T6

24 De Broql ie, Phys ics and Fl tcrophys ics. (NY: Pantheon,
1955) as quoted in Ken Nilbur, Guantum Guestrons,
(Shambhala: New Science Librår-yr 1984) 119

2=5 Einstein, Ideas and Opin jons. (NY: Crown Pub. r 1954)
ag quoted in Guanf um Gues trons , LO7. Emphasis rnine.

9L

æ6

?7

Schrödinger, quoted in Ouantum Guestions, 79.

2e,

Jeans, Hys ter jous, 130

Jeans, l'lys fer ious, t37

?q Rosenthal-Schneider, Reality, 38. She is summarizing
Einstein.

3.:t

( Cambr i dge:

3r' One qets the impression {rom Rosenthal-Schneider that
Einstein hras opposed to the Copenhagen interpretation of
the Theory of the Ouantum because he thought that quanturn
theory reveals more than knowledge about
observables, that it describes reality. I am not so
sure. I believe that he u¡as opposed to the Copenhagen
interpretation'' not because of the I imi ts r^¡hich i t puts
on what quantum theory can tel i us about what we observe,
but to the reduction of realitv to that which we cen
observe. For him, reality wås much more than that.

Rosenthal-Schneider, ReaJ ¡ ty, 53

:sæ Not that any definition o{ realitv in science exists,
but it has o{ten been assurned that scientists knew what
real ity was.

sã? Rosenthal-Schneider, ReaJify, 74. From an lnterview
with Einstein.

r5s A. Einstein, "Remarks on Bertrand Russell's Theory o{
Knowiedge" in The Ph tlosophy of Ðer trand RusseJJ. Edited
and translated by Paul Arthur SchiIpp. (New York: Harper
& Rot^¡, 1963) 247

:r4 Rosen tha l -Sc hne i der , Rea J i ty , 83



:5=5 Rosenthal-Schneider, Rea./.ityr 15' 18

5/¡ Rosenthal-Schneider, ReaJ j ty, 42 n9

s7 Rosenthal-Schneider ' ReaJ i ty ' 27. Guoting a comrnent
Einstein made in 1949.

:set For Rosenthal-Schneider the construction o{ a world
vie¡¡ is "essentia1 ". ReaJ j ty. 65f

sq Einstein to Bohr in L949. Euoted by Arthur i. Miller
in the {oreword to Rosenthal-Schneider. ReaJjty' 2l

4':) It is interestinq to note that Pauli was acutely
aware o{ the need to de-throne the Kantian absolutes.
Heisenberg makes this comment on Pauli's attitude tcrwardE
Kant's å Þr ior i :

The Kantian employment o{ the e prrori concept he
criticizes in very decided terms, since Kant had used
this exÞression for rational 1y fixable {orms o{
intuitíon or {orms of thought. He expressly hrerns
that 'one should never declare theses laid down by
rationaÌ formulation to be the only possibie
Þresuppositions o{ human reason.' Paulit on the
contràFyr brings the a pr ior t elements o{ natural
science into intimate connetrtion with the primeval
images, the archetypes o{ Junqian psychology' which do
not necessarily have to be regarded å5 innate but may
be slowly varÍable and relative to a given cognitive
situation.

92

Heisenberg, on Paui.i, quoted in Ouantun Guestronsl I62

4L Frorn I Ise Rosenthal-Schneider ' Rea I ity and Sc ¡ent if ic
Trutht Discuss.rons wtth Einste jn I von Laue, and PIanck,
( Detro i t: hJayne State UP . 198O ) 89

4'.4

4:5 "l¡lhenever Ne state the properties of a body in terms
of physical quantities we åre imparting knowledge as to
the response of various metrical indicators to its
presence , and no tÈr r ng mor e . " NPI^J t 257

NPhJ, 254

4=t Irnmanuel Kant. Prolegotner¡a to any future ¡?etaphysics
tàat will be abJe to conre forward ås science. The PauI
Carus translation, extensively revised by James t¡.
El I ington. ( indianapol is: Hackett Pub. Co. , L977,
Remark i I

NPWt 27O++



46

4-2

Prolegornena, q3A

Prolegomenal 936

4e¡ DDC 1 ?| | st ¡ iJ

4'2 PPS. 116

91

t¡.

5tt

Heisenberg, quoted in Guantum Guest¡ons, 73

Schrödinger, quoted in Guanfum Guestions, 81E.

'?::i

5:5

NPhJ, 158

NPN, 159

g4 Jeans, l'ly ster ious, L23

ProlegorDeDa, Remark II

:5é) Schrodi.nger, quoted in Guanturn Guest jons , 92.
Schrödinger is quick to point out that what he is sayÍng
is not b Iasphemous nor ì.unatic , but merely a restatement
o{ the anc ient truth "ATMAN=BRAHI'IAN" Schrödinger has
clearly been influenced by the Vedantic tradition, and
his interpretation o{ it and modern science is most
i I luminating,' but beyond the scope o{ this thesis.

á-z

5ã

Schrödinger, quoted in Guantum Guestions, 84

Jeans, lnly sfer ¡ous, 127

5ct

â':' NPN, 283+, I wi l1 take the opportunity here to point
to some o{ the possible Kantian influences on Eddington's
thought. In the Prolegonena Kant states that he is
concerned "only with the knowiedge of nature, the
actuaiity o{ which can be con{irmed by experience, though
this knowledge is possible a pr tor i and precedes al I
experience. " (Prolegonena 6 1ó) Kant does not attempt to
prove that knowledge of nature is possible a priori, but
åssumes it. He oosits that we do have exEreriences o{
nature, and that we have codi{Íed these experiences under
a system o{ universal 1aws. The propositions 'suÞstance
is permanent,' or 'every event is determined by a cause
according to constant laws, ' "are actual ly universal laws
o{ nature, which hold completely a pr ior i."
(Proleaomena q 15) Further. he savs:

Schrödinger, quoted in 6uantu¡n Guest¡ons, 84

nature. considered as the totality o{ appearènces'
tisl oossible. . Bv means of the constitution of



our sensibility. which. is. a{fected by
objects which åre in themselves unknown to it ånd
total 1y distinct {rom those appearånces. (ProJegomena
g 36)

Thus i t is the v.¡av in which our pertreptions {unction 'a{{ected by external objects, which conditions the way Ín
which we construct nature to +it our Þerceptions.
Further,, reqarding the mind Kant says

nature t isl possibie. . by means o{ the
constitution o{ our understandinq, according to t^¡hÍch
al I . rePresentations of the sensib i I i ty are
necessåriLy re{erred to a tronsciousness, and by which
the pecul iar wåy in which we think (narneì.y, by rules)
and hence experience also are possiÞler but must be
clearly distinguished frorn ån insight into the obiects
themselves. (Pr oJeqomena 5 36)

In short, our Eenses represent somethinq to our
constrlousness. which then assembles it all under à system
o{ rules, cal I inq the resul.tt nature. But Kant is
clearly saying that these laws that we know are not the
laws that govern thrngs ¡D tñe¡nseJves; rather only our
experience o{ appeäraDces. This is possibie because "the
Þrinciples of Possible experience are at the såme
tirne univerEai. laws o{ rlature. which can be knohJn e
pr ior i." (Proleqomena g 23)

How do hre know nature? First we perceive
appear ånces, and the mind organizes these
reÞresentationst and rnakes 'iudgments of perception'
based on them, but these iudqments are valid only for u5
Ðersonally. I+ we compare our judgrnents o{ Þerception
with similar iudgments in other consciousnesses, and {ind
that these overlap, our mind (understanding) posits that
these iudqments åre un Íversal , and orgån i zes them i'nto
'judqments of experience'which are vå1id for all minds.

The result o{ this orgånization is nature which is
'phenomena under Iaws' given by the understanding.
These lawsr necessåry {or there to be any obiective
(that isr intersubiective) experience, are not der tved
from any experience, but are a prtori {unctions or
rules of the understanding which apPly to aIl our
exper ience. (Pr oJegotnenå, {rom the editor 's
introduction. xvÍ )

Thus "the obiective val idity o{ the judgrnent o{
experience signi{1es nothing e15e than its necessary
universal validity. . . ." (Prolegonerta g 18) Kant
sumrnerizes as fo1 lows:
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There{ore objective val idity and necessary
universality . are equivalent terms, and though we
do not know the obiect in itself, yet when Ne consider
a judgrnent as universal. we. understand it to
have objective validity. (ProJegonena ã 19)

It is "by the univergal and netressary connection o{ the
given pertreptions" (Prolegonena E 19) that we know the
ob ject, thouqh i t remains comp letely unknown to us as i t
real 1y is. In other words, obJectÍvity is merely
universal subjectivity. (Prolegomena á 17l

Kant is trying to make clear that what makes our
experience knou¡Iedge of obiects is its "conformity to
certåin rules which are not rules of private a5'sotriationt
but rules of synthesis {or any consciousness
whatever. . . ." (Prolegotnenar from the editor's
introduction, xvi, rì 1O)

Nature has obiectivity becåuse its appearance in
manv tron5ciousnesses has a uniform, lawliker regularity,
Its objectivity has little to do with whether it is
"kickable", but r¡¡ith its coherent orgånization within
human consciousness. Thus when Kant ls talking about
oÞjective nature,, he is still onLy re{errinq to the sum
total o{ aDDe arånces.
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aã.

Jeans, ltl,/ster jousr 111

6f,r

Wilber, Ouantu¡n Guestions, 7

l.Ji1ber. Guanfun Guest¡ons, 7-B

Chapter Two

1 NPW, 285. The "loud cheers" which Eddington re+ers t()
in this Quote ere those which supposedly would be given
to anyone who uses the term reality "with the jntent¡on
of evok ing serrt j¡aent. " NPt^j , 283. He is being derisive o{
those who claim to know what is meant by "reality" ånd
who use it in grand peroration, He {eels that the
dif+iculty is not str much with using the term "reaI ity"
but t¡¡ith "reaI ity (loud cheers) "; that is' with the
purpose o{ evoklng sentiment. For Eddington, reality in
5c ience is something total Iy I ack ing sentiment, and for
him a "thing may be said to be real i+ it is the goal of
a type o{ inquiry to which I personal Iy attach
importence." NPtdr 2A3. In this context, the re4erence
to "reality (loud cheers)" is meant to say that the truth
u¡hich science seeks is rnerely a matter o{ de{inition r the
"goal o{ å type of inquiry" r and no more.

5T&6. t82



sr&G, 1o

4 A. S. Eddington, The llathernatjcaJ TheorY of
ReJativ itv, (Cambridge: UP,!923), 238

= PPS, 159. This thesis i5 in general an atternpt to
clari{y Eddington's use of the terms real ity' physica}
world, world of physics and spiritual world and their
relationships to each other' But in order to obviate
con{usion, I u¡i 1I attempt to give sofne Þrief def initions
rler e.

According to Eddington's usegeo the phys ical wor ld
and 1cl-¡e wor 1d of phys tcs are synonofnous. since Eddington
is saying throughout his philosophy that the world o{
physics is merelv å construct, this strongly impl ies that
what we normally calI "the wor1d" or the "physical worId"
is no fnore than a construct. This is not acc idental f or
he intends to say that.

The under Jy inçJ reai ity and the s p tr ttual wor ld are
also synonomous, indicating that mystical awereness is
åwarenees of reality ås no other experience can be.

Rea-lity is used in trontext' but usuaj, Iy is used to
re{er to common sense reality, the everyday worId.

As to the relatlonshiÞs between these realities, the
under Jy ing reel ity in4orms the pfrys rca,l wor ld and common
sense reality. Yet there is no neceesary reLationship
between anv one "obiect" in the physrcaJ world and
something in the under 1y tnq r e aJ i ty. The di {+erence
between the comrnon sense r eaJ tty and the phys icaJ wor ld
is that the {ormer contains {ar more that the latter '
since it encomPesses aIl o{ human emotion as well as
strictly rnetrical quantities. The ptrysicaJ wor ld though'
is a {ar more rigourous structure of constructs than
ordinåry real ity is.
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PPS, 2O9

7 PPS, 111

É¡ "I hope it is now suf{iciently cIeår that I repudiate
any metaphysical concept o{ 'reaI existence'; and I may
wi thout danger introduce a s tr uc tur a I co nc ep t of
existence which has å mathematically defined sen5e." PP$'
t62
q PPS, 198. cf PPS 2t7 where he insÍsts that the
commonality o{ the content of our consciousness is not
due to circumstence, but is based on the obiective
content o{ the external world which informs our
observations thereo{.

1 ¡:) DPS, 231



L7.

a2

DPSt 2t4

DPS, 214

DPS, 2t515

L4 The casual use o{ terminology is a problem in
Eddington's writing; it i.s a characteristic o{
Eddington's which makes him eåsy to understand for the
uncritical reader, but {rustrating Íor the analyst
attempting to get at the real meaning of his philosophy.
I have attempted to ignore these inaccuracies in much the
Eame wåy that Edd i ngton has, str i v t ng l nstead to qet at
the central concepts in his philosophy.

1=¡ Un{ortnately, Eddington's casual use o{ terminoì'ogy
results in some unclarity here. The di++iculty I ies in
the use o{ the Þhrase "the physical worId, impinges
upon the spiritual world. . " Taken literally' this
contradictg å great deal o{ Eddington's phi losophy. If I
have interpreted Eddington trorrectly, I would think that
he should have said that the "spiritual worId impinges
upon our minds, and the physical world is the resuIt".
This view is represented in Eddington's Nery Patrløays jn
Science, (CarnbrÍdge: UPr 1935)- 322.' and is PartiaIIy
quoted on page 84 of this thesis.
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L-2 DPS. 216

DPS. 207-2r3

1Ët Alternately, cons,ciousness constructs physical real ity
{rom certain characteristics o{ the underlying reality.
The choice o{ words here, between selection and
construction, is not only a matter o1 semanticst even
though Eddington could have used either term. The choice
of terms deÞends on the emphasis, and on the area o{
human thought under consideration. Thus i+ seJecf is
employed, more emphasis rnust be placed on the {act that
it is the mind which selects, and selects accordinc to
the physical and intel lectual make-up of the human bei'ng
concerned. i+ coDstruc ts is employed ' then the
subjective character Ís already emphasized, and it must
be remembered that all we obiectively know is the
contents o{ our own constriousnesses¡ the construction o{
our own realities in no wåy reduces the "reality" of the
underlying foundation o{ which we know nothing for
certain.

More importantly, the domain of thought under
consideration must be taken into account- Eddington
himsel f ref ers to his phi losophy as "sel'ective



sub Jectivlsfiì" , ånd admi ts that selection imp 1 ies
something to select {rom. That something is the
under lying reat i ty. The rnind selectg certain
characteristics {rom the underlying reality and
recognizes these as "rea1"¡ which chåracteristics it
selects depending on human physical and Psychological
meke-up. Science then coDstructs e system o{ thought
based on these selections., and studies that system o{
thought, or at best the selections; but is does not study
the underlying real itY'

Again,, in n<r way does Eddington wish to say that
consciousness itseI4 constructs the under lying real ity;
rather. consciousness constructs its reaiity {rom
characteristics qiven in the underlying real ity.

9A

te

æ.:, DPS, 217. cf . sT&G1 196-98 where Eddington discusses
Dermanence ås a feature o{ the mind.

Proleoornena E 18

2L DPS,' ztB

sT&G, 198

23t Eddington, "Evening Discourse to the British
Association at ox{ord, t926" quoted in crowther, Br t t¡sÈt
Sc ientists. 175-176

24 "The {rank realization that physical science 1s
concerned with å world o{ shadows is one of the most
signi{icant o{ recent advances. " NPhrr xv

î'3 sr&G , 2OO.

æê A. S. Edd ington, ffe¡¡ Pa tÈrways i n sc ience (cambr idge:
UP, 1935 1 292, c+ PPS | 2t6: " I have ernphasized two
features o{ the knowledge of the external world reached
ln this way tbased on sensationl: (a) it is partly
subjective, and (b) it is structural knowledge."

?'/' PPS, 87

2a There is some confusion in regards to what Eddington
rneans by the suöie ct iv ity o{ the physÍcaI wor ld;
espec i al 1y because he sometimes u5,e5' par t iai ly sub iective
and implies wholJy guÞiective elsewhere. I think what he
means is that i+ we recognize the underlying reality, and
its in{Iuence on the spiritual aspect of humansr then
physical real ity is only partial ly subiective. i+ we do
not recognize consciousness and its awareness of
something "more"--ås science does not in his description
o{ it--then the physical r¡¡orId is whol1y subiective.



This would be rny interpretation o{ Eddinqton; for
compariEon to Eddington's ohrn thoughts, see his
discussion about the circular nature of scientific
thought as developed in hls analogy bas.ed on,,the house
that Jack bui 1t" in NphJ. 260-272.
?e sT&G, 2c!
:5':' Eddington's 'Two Tables,' analogy has generåtecl
considerable discussion. see especial ly those by L. s.
stebbing' "The Furniture o{ the Earth", in philosophy of
science Eds. Arthur Danto and sidney Morgenbesser. (New
York: hjorld Pub. Co.,/Meridian Books, L96O) óg-g1r and by
James hJ. Cornrnan, "Can Edd ington's ,Two. Tab les be
Identical?" AustraJasian Journal of philosphy sz (t974)
22-38. It is interestinq to note the distance that this
idea hås come; in Eddington's tirne it was a very radical
point o{ view, now, it is almost accepted as common
sense. For example, Lawrence Leshan and Henry llargenau
in Einsfe¡n's space & van Goqh's sky (New york: collier
Books: t982) write "This distinction between the two
desks is perf ectly correct. ,, and ,'In a strict sense the
desk is a creation o{ our minds.,, 4A-49. it wou}d be
interesting to pursue the idea o{ multiple truths in
relation to Madhyarnika Buddhism's Non-dualistic doctrine
of reality, where the self is assumed to exist es
undi{{erentiated consciousness, end the object-worId is
seen as dependent on this consclousness. The world Ís
not seen to be non-existent, but dependent on
c on sc i ousn ess .

,:ig

f5L

5:2 As was shown in the {irst chapter, Einstein--and
others--thought that å belief in the reality of nature
was essentÍal to doing physics. Eddington himsel{ såys:
"The physicistr so long as"he thinks as a physicisto has
a de{inite belief in a real world outside him.,, 5T&6. 1gO

NPI.J. i x-x i i

:strs John t^l . Yolton, The Philosophy of Science of A. S.
Edd ington (The Haque: Martinus Ni jho{{, 19óO) is of the
opinion that Eddington vaci I lated between an
operational ist and real ist ontology. t^ihi le volton's work
is excel lent, I {ind that his conc lusion that Eddington
was at root a realist both true and yet misleading. it
depends on what you mean by reality, yolton seems to
think that Eddington had a grip on reality--that you
can't be å real ist without having real ity immediately
be{ore your senses. This is clearly not Eddington.
Eddineton was a realist in the sense that he dÍd not denv
the existence o{ an underlying reality; however, that



reality is not abl
is i.nef f able. T.+
science collapses
EsF r tOg-126.

:s-:l PPS' zoq compare this to Kant, who thought that thesensuou= world is nothing but å chain o{ appearantresconnected accordinq to universal laws, neither o{ whichhave subsistence by thernselves. This world ofappearances must "point to that which contains the basrso{ this appearance, to beings which cannot be knownmerely as appearances,, but as things in themselves. Inthe knowLedge o{ them a}one can reason hope to sati.sfy
Í ts desire f or cornp leteness in proceed ing {rorn thecondi.tioned to its conditions.,, (prolegomena E 57)l"lhere Kant assumes the Decess.i ty of some ob ject j.ve thinoin itself to uni.fy the appearances, Eddington merelyposits that objectivity is cor rective subjectivity.
Eddington does assume an underiying reality, however,this is based on rnystical exper ience of it, not on itsIogical necessitv.

e to be brought be{ore our senses--it
anything, Eddington thought that
ep i sterno l ogy and on to I ogy. See yo I ton .
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:5c' sT&G , 46, 5? , 70, LO7 , lgg.
discusses the various àpparently
-!s-2 sT&G. g

NPhJ, 294

:5€¡ NPW,2g3_94. cf. Russell's
primarily in The Analysrs of 11 a
of Russelln Eddington and Jeans
Philosopà.tcaJ Aspects of þ1 odern
Al len & Unwin. lgSZ.
5rr PPS, 26

4C) ST&G. 35

4:.

4æ

zlis

44

45

a5

4ê

sT&G, g7

sr&G, tgz

NPhJ, 294

NPW, 29t

On these påges Eddington
un iversal constants.

vtewsr ås expressed
tter. An excel Ient review
appears in C. E. M. Joad,
Sc ¡ence, London: Georqe

On relationst ånd
the content of our

NPW, 29t

the content of
minds, see NPl,.l ,

the physical world
276-2€2; PPS, 164
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4e,

NPh' t 292

NPhJ , 1O 1

PPS, t97-58

NPN, 985.)

g1 NPW,

NPW.

!3:s NPW,92-94 Ti,me is ån intrinsic property o{ the
f our-d irnensionaÌ {abr ic o{ real i ty, and is not a
construct, I+ the wor ld-I i.nes of two entities are said
to be real, then time, as one of the dimensions of those
world-lines must also be real. yolton uses this unique
status o{ time in Eddington's thought to prove that
Edd ington wes a real ist, See yol ton. 1 16-19

91

1 r:) l.

97

5/+ NPhJ,

NPW,

sé This basic i.nsight has been extensi.vely devetoped
wi thin the Buddhist notion o{ an i tya, where al I things
are seen to be impermanent, changing and momentary. For
a good introduction to this notion see T. R. V. Murti,
The CentraJ Ph ilosophy of Buddh isn (London: Unr^¡in
Paperbacks. 198O).

9t

89

5'7 NPW. 276

sct NPhJ,2AO. The cycle o{ physics he re{ers to is the
closed system of thought that it has constructed Êor
itself in which it need never cc¡ncern itsel{ with the
outside world. The cycle starts at the interval., goes on
to scales and meesures, to matter, to stress, to
potentials, and final Iy back to the interval. Each item
is used in the de{inition o{ the next, but reality itsel{
never real1y enters the picture. See Npt^J, 24 l-2É3! esp.
ZÐÐ

PPS, 184-186

6.)

é1 NP!.J, z9t. In PPS he spends some time discussing the
"Laws" of natureo and how such scienti+ic principles åre
mi.nd-made. The imp I ication {or phi Iosophy is that the
"totai ity of mind-rnade laws does not impose determinism,,
<rn the physical worId, rather, the real nature of the

NPt^,. 2gl



world rernains {ree o{ our subjective irnpositions. ppS,
180

6i¿ He introduces the label "spiritual " for the mental
reality quite without warnlnq. WhiIe this switch in
labels would seem significant, Eddington uses them
interchangably. See NPWr zAL-82

ér i3

64

DPS, 199

PPs, r84

NPW, 288-49ê=!

L02

âa A. S. Eddington, Sc.ience and Reliqion, (Friends Home
Service Cornmi,ttee, 1931) 13

67'

6æ

DPS, 22L-22

NPh' t ?Ae

öau It would be interestinq to explore the possibi I ity o{
Eddington's reticence regarding ultimate real ity and his
Ouakerism, especially in conjunction with the possibiiity
that Kant's insistence that we cån never know the ,,Ding
an sich" is related to his involvernent in Pietism. A. D.
Ritchie has noted the possibility of some connection here
too: "Kant's view of the de{inite Iimits o{ science
knowledge and its separati.on {rom the extra-Ecienti{ic
realrn was sympathetic to Edd ington 's outlook. Kant had
been deeply influenced by the East Prussian Pietists; åS
Eddington had by the Ouakers. " RefIectjons on the
Philosophy of Sir Arthur Eddtngton. (Cambridge: UP.
1948' 2-3

'7') ST&G 1 2OO-2O1. He does not actuai ly c laim that the
episternoÌogical search wi 11 yield more truth about
reality, but he certainly attempts to lead in that
direction. It would perhaps be true to say that an
inquiry into epistemology would reveal more about mind,
and thus about the constructed universe, Þut certainly
never anything about the underlying reality.

7L

7=

NPhJ.' 242

NPh', 2e6

NPW, 242

NPhJ, 246
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75 I am here {ollowing the arqument given by Johannes



Wltt-Hansen'' Expos rtjon and Cr itique of tfre Conceptjons
of Edd inqton Re gard inq ffre Ph tlosophy of Phys icaJ
Science. (Copenhagen: G. E. C. Gads Vorlagi 19SB) 51++

76

-/7

PPS, 150

PPS,151

7É' Note that this contrlusion is highly disputable.
FirstIy, because what is described here is not really a
pr ior i , since considerab 1e knowldege of human nature is
pre-Eupposed. SecondIy, the premise that knowledge o{
possible human thouqht process'es can lead us to knowledge
o{ the ¡¡or ld o{ physics is disputable. O+ particular
interest is E, T. ü.lhittaker 's rebuttal ås given in ,,Some
Disputed EuestÍons in the Phiiosophy o{ the Physical
Sciences" (Proceed ing of tÈre Roya.l Soc iety of
Edinborough, A41. t942) p l6o^-L7;-, especially 169++.
t^lhi 1e ù.Jhi ttaker 's point--that many o{ the ,,se1f -evident,,
principles which Eddington åssumes to be a pr ror t are in
fact the result o{ extensive experirnentation--i.s valid,
Eddington's point is too, I t¡ould suggest that Eddington
wants to say that physicaJ knowledge, that is,, knowledge
o{ what we call the universe, is structural knowledge; it
is knowledge that is informed by both the unknown
"ree1ity" and the intellectual and physical make-up o{
human beings. Thus i+ humans had different faculties,
that which we call the universe would have a dif{erent
set of descriptors; and it then makes Ëense to sav that
the universe is "no more than a {orm of thought,,even
though it is based on some underlying reality, because
our "description of the world" is what we are referrino
to. That reality itseif is, however, independent o{
humans.
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ac) Ll i tt-Hansen r 52

81 PPS, 27

a= PPS, 57
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t^Ji tt-HanEen, 52
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PPS, 223
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Chapter Three

' NPW, 293

æ John t^J. Yol ton , The Ph i losophy of Sc ¿ence of A. S,
Edd ington , (The Haque: Martinus Ni jho{{ Ver I ag, 1960)
109

n NPI^J. z6a

4 Sir A. S. Eddington., Sc.ience and ReJ ¡ gron. (Friends
Home Service Comittee. 1951) 4

s Sc rence and ReJ rgion, 5

6 Scrence and ReJigionr s

' Sc ience and Re I ig ion , !2+

€t Sc ience and ReJ ¡ gion, 5

q Sc ience and ReJ j gion, 5-6
1':' Sc rence and ReJ r g ion, 6

1a Science and Relrgron, 1O

L= See the materj,al quoted on pages 6l-62, (note 7) above.
1:5 Sc ience and ReJ i g ion, L2

104

''4 A. S. Eddington, "The Domain of physical Science.,, ln
sc jence, ReI igion and ReaJ i ty. ed by Joseph Needharn (New
York: George Brazl I Ier, Inc. , lgSS) tg4. Hence{orth
DPS.

1:s DPS, 194

a 4r DPS ,' 195

L7 DPS,1g5

1e' DPS, 19é_

L?

phi

7.>

DPS, 2OO. I assurne he is referring to the schoot o{
losophy based on the work o{ Ernst Mach (183E}-1916),

DPS. 200

DPS, 20U^

DPS, ZOO-?OI

=7.
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DPS! 2O1

DPS, 2O2

DPS, 2O2-2O3

DPS, 2O3

DPSr 2O3-2O4
DPS, 2O4

DPS, 2O4
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is':¡ Among many others, E. F. Schumacher, in A Gutde for
the Per plexed, (London: Abacus I tgTg) outl ines the
basics of the Perennial Philosophy, and indicates that to
use the rnethods o{ physics, r^¡hich are designed to analyze
matter, on hlgher leveIs o{ being is a gross mistake in
category. Thus phyical science can never teli us about
anythlng other than about physicai thlngs. KnowLedge o{
human nature, God, Life, or åny other higher level o{
being requires spec ial i zed rnethods approÞr iate to the
subject matter. Eddington seerns to have known this on an
instinctive level. Lawrence Leshan and Henry Margenau in
Einstejn's Space & Van Gogh's Sky (New vork: Collier
Books, Ig82) 98 discuss a di++erent understanding o{
levels which is non-hierarchical, and involves using
di{ferent realÍties lor each level, where each reatity
has dif{erent observables and Laws. Atternpting to
explain a "påranormal" phenomenon from within a reålity
in which it is lmpossi.ble Íor such a phenomenon to occur
is pointless,, and a rnlstake in realms/realities.

ts1 DPS, 2O4

DPS, 216

SS

54

DPS, 2t6-2L7

DPS, zte

sT&G I t96

ST&G, I97

l5 35

¡5ê

3-7 ST&G, 19El. One of
thi.s common real ity is
supposes that "the mind
the Þossible constructs
virtue o{ their mode of
val.ue and ignor ing the

the fundamental characteristics o{
that it is permanent. Eddington
has by diligent seårch picked out
which have this permånentre in
construction, and Þy giving these

rest hås imposed a law of



conservation o+ the things o{ value." DPS, 2t7.
Further, he notes that this may be å {unction of natura}
selectlon; minds u¡hich did not pick up on permanent
ob iects rnay have had å hard tirne o{ {unctioning and
survivinq I DPS, 217-18

:ge' sr&G , 1?B

39
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sT&G, 198

sr&G, 2oo

Chapter Four

1 St. John of the Cross es quoted by an unnamed Ouaker
at å Meeting at which Douglas V. Steere was in
attendåncer ås {ound 1n Douglas V. Steere, ed., Guaker
Sp tr itual ity t SeJec ted btr tt ings (Neu¡ York: PauI ist
Press, 1984) 16

t A. Vibert Doug1as, The Ltfe of Arthur Stanely
Eddington. (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons.' Ltd., L937)
t2a
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:5 Euaker meetings are described in Ouaker Spr i tuaJity'
26+ +

4 At least that was the cåse
Spir rtuaJrty, 34

:5 Doug I as , 131

é' A. S, Edd ington, Sc ience and
Service Comrnittee. 1931) 6

7 NPt^, ' 283

Ouaker Sp ir j tuaJ j ty, 34

6luaker Spiritual tty, 267

Science and Religion, !2

PPS! 184

1.)

11

in the 19th century, Guaker

1= 6luaker Spirjtualitv, 34

1s cf. NPhJ,327+

L4 Hoylandsr às quoted in A. S. Eddington ' Sc ierrce and
the Unseen HorId, (London: George Allen & Unulin, L929, 2A+

ReJigion, (Friends Home



1S

Lê

Science and the Unseen l,.lorld. 2A+

Rupert Brooke, in NPW, 3t7

NPW. 317L2

1€3

L9

Science and the Unseen hlorld, 28

Ouaker Sp tr r tuaJ r ty, 254

Sc ience and Rel ig ion.,

NPh" 322-23

6luaker Sp ir r tua I t ty ,

It.t7

--

:¡s Isaac Pen ington, in Guaker Sp ir i f uaJ j fy, 150

24 Sc i ence and the Unseen [^Jor 1d . 3O-31

2sj duaker Sp tr t tua I i ty , 145

=é.

12

NPW, 321

Steere, in Guaker 9p jr r tua.l r ty , 5

13

2Ét A. 5. Edd ington , New Pa Éfrøays r D Sc ience ' 
(Cambr idge:

uP, 1935) 322

Conc lusion

15

r There is, of courser a wide variety of
interpretation o{ Kant's thought. I arn basing my
interpretation largely on C. F. von lllei zsåsker 's The
Unity of ffature (trans. by Francis J. Zucker. New York:
Farrar, Straus Giroux, 198O) ,' especial 1y chapters I I.3
and T,V.2 and IV.3. In the interpretation of Kant given
by von hJei zsåcker in chapter I I .3 o{ Un ity, Kant's
programme leads to e situation in which we woul.d be able
to deduce "in principle. . the existence and
number. . . o{ the so ca1led elementary particles. .
each and every line in the spectrum of iron, and alI the
laws o{ celestial mechånics. " Un ity, i55. The simÍ lar ity
to Eddington's progrernme is startl ing.

von hjeizsåcker trresents an alternate interpretation
in chaoters TV.z and iV.3. Since he admits that he has
not attempted to reconcile the alternate interpretations
(Unity,327, '1. think it is acceptable that this thesis
does not attemot to do so either.



PPS,176

¡t Sir Edrnund Nhi ttaker , Edd i ngton 's
Ph i losophy of Sc jence. (Cambr i.dge:
a l so S i r Edrnund t^Jhi ttaker . Fr on Euc l
study of coDceptions of tàe exfernaJ
Dover Pubi. Inc., 1958), especially
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Prtnctple rn tñe
UP, 1951) 4. See

td to Eddtngtont A
wor ld. (New York:

pp 185-204.
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